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INTRODUCTION
The North York Centre area has been designated as an urban growth centre and mobility hub and
continues to see rapid development. With high density rapid developments, the south North York Centre
area is now plagued with some of the worst gridlock traffic in the Greater Toronto Area (which has the
worst in North America). The main source of major gridlock problems in the south North York Centre
area are two left turns at the Yonge Street - Highway 401 interchange. Since both of these two left turns
cross oncoming traffic, they requires signalized (traffic light) intersection and a long left turn “waiting”
lane to hold their extremely long queue. The two problematic left turns are:
- -1- Southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 (via Lord Seaton) (N-E 401 on-ramp)
left turn with signalized intersection causes an extremely long queue during AM rush which
causes gridlock traffic throughout the south North York Centre area (Yonge Street Area Traffic
Management Study - City of Toronto / iTRANS Project # 4656 (YSTMS #4656)).
- -2- Westbound Highway 401 to southbound Yonge Street (E-S 401 off-ramp) left turn with
signalized intersection causes long queue along Highway 401 westbound at Yonge resulting in
traffic congesting on the Highway 401 westbound collector lanes (Yonge-401 interchange MTO / iTRANS Project # 2671); often backing up traffic to Bayview and Leslie exits.
Compounding the Westbound Highway 401 to southbound Yonge Street (E-S 401 off-ramp) left turn
problem are:
- -3- Westbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street (E-N 401 off-ramp) channelized right
forced merge (without dedicated lane on Yonge Street) causes long queue along Highway 401
westbound at Yonge resulting in traffic congesting on the Highway 401 westbound collector
lanes (Yonge-401 interchange - MTO / iTRANS Project # 2671); often backing up traffic to
Bayview and Leslie exits.
The St.Andrew’s Community in south-east quadrant of Yonge-401 interchange should have full access in
and out between their community and the interchange. Currently:
- -4- Lord Seaton Road and Yonge Street intersection is built as typical local road not as a highway
on-ramp which is it’s most common function to most users
- -5- Long stream of Yonge Street to eastbound 401 on-ramp traffic causes long queue on
westbound Lord Seaton Road for St.Andrew’s residents leaving their community
- -6- Lord Seaton Road to Southbound Yonge Street left turn was eliminated in favour of more
efficient 2 phase signalized intersection
- -7- Eastbound Highway 401 does not currently have an efficient and direct exit to serve St.
Andrew community
In addition, the Yonge Street Traffic Management Study (2010) commissioned by Ward 23 Councillor
John Filion identified numerous other issues in the area including:
- -8- Missing pedestrian paths: No pedestrian sidewalk on west side of Yonge Street south of
Highway 401. Also no pedestrian sidewalk on east side of Yonge Street north of Highway 401.
- -9- Lack of cycling infrastructure (No on-road bike lanes nor nearby off-road multi-use trails to
navigate around Yonge-401 interchange and the Don Valley West)
- -10- Limited transportation network capability to accommodate projected traffic generated from
approved, planned, and proposed developments.
- -11- Westbound Avondale Avenue to southbound Yonge Street left turn queue is extremely long
and many residents from Avondale condominium community requires about 30 minutes just to
drive from their parking spot to this corner
http://www1.toronto.ca/wps/portal/contentonly?vgnextoid=ac72b79135443410VgnVCM10000071d60f8
9RCRD
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PURPOSE
The purpose of this document is to introduce the Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond (DBCD)
solution as a viable high performance interchange solution to be examined in the Yonge Street / Highway
401 Interchange – Transportation Infrastructure Planning Study being conducted by the city of Toronto –
Transportation Infrastructure Management.
http://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2013/pw/bgrd/backgroundfile-62308.pdf
The Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond (DBCD) solution (updated version of the original Double
Crossover Diamond With Overpass – Underpass Crossovers Without Weaving solution): a high
performance free-flowing interchange solution that will solve all traffic issues at the Yonge-401
interchange. All on-ramps and off-ramps are free flowing without weaving and both signalized
intersections have been eliminated; thus, no stop-and-go traffic. This solution will solve both the
southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 gridlock problem and the Yonge Street exit
congestion at westbound Highway 401 collector lanes that often backs-up to Bayview and beyond. Based
on structure required, this solution should cost about the same as the proposed 600-700 metre long 3 level
high southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 (N-E 401 on-ramp) left-turn FlyOver ramp.

INTERCHANGE DESIGN
Free-Flowing Ramps Have Higher Capacity

Yonge Street looking south just north of Highway 401 in mid-morning: Notice, the long Southbound
Yonge Street to Eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-E 401 on-ramp) left turn “waiting” queue VS the
higher service volume free-flowing Southbound Yonge Street to Westbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-W
401 on-ramp) right turn.
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As per the Yonge Street Traffic Management Study, the free-flowing Southbound Yonge Street to
Westbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-W 401 on-ramp) right turn efficiently handles significantly more
vehicles volume 1434(1318) AM(PM) VS the troublesome Southbound Yonge Street to Eastbound
Highway 401 on-ramp (N-E 401 on-ramp) left turn with 1016(1132) vehicles at peak time. The
Southbound Yonge Street to Westbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-W 401 on-ramp) right turn has no
queue because it’s a free-flowing ramp and thus has much higher capacity. The Southbound Yonge Street
to Eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-E 401 on-ramp) left turn requires a signalized intersection at
Yonge Street and Lord Seaton Road to cross opposing northbound traffic; restricting its capacity to well
below the service volume demanded thus the long left turn queue.
http://www1.toronto.ca/city_of_toronto/policy_planning_finance__administration/public_consultation_un
it/transportation_office/yonge_street_traffic_management_study/files/pdf/2_yonge_sttreet_tms_efinal_re
port_body1.pdf
Free-flowing ramps are much more desirable since they have higher traffic capacity. Free-flowing ramps
do not have stop-and-go traffic, have higher average speed, have higher capacity and can thus handle
much higher traffic service volume. Generally, where are the free-flowing on-ramps and off-ramps?

Interchange Have 4 Right Turns And 4 Left Turns
There are many different highway interchange design patterns; most see them as complex contortions of
on-ramps and off-ramps. In reality, highway interchange design patterns can be simplified as follow:
The highway itself has 2 direction of travel (say east and west as per Highway 401). The arterial road (or
intersecting highway) also has 2 direction of travel (say north and south as per Yonge Street). Thus, in
total, there are 4 direction of travel (i.e.: north, south, east & west). From any direction of travel,
vehicular traffic approaching the interchange has 3 choices: go straight through, turn right or turn left.
Thus a full service interchange should manage 4 right turns and 4 left turns.

Free-Flowing Right Turns At Outer Part Of Interchange
For the vast majority of interchange design patterns with all 4 quadrant available; since we drive on the
right-hand side of the road, all right turns generally have unobstructed access to the right-hand side of the
destination roadway and thus usually result in free-flowing right turns. To keep right turns unobstructed
and free-flowing, right turns are placed at the outer part of the interchange away from the left turn ramps
to eliminate conflict points and minimizes the number of expensive separate grade structures required.
At the Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange, all right turns are generally at the outer part of the
interchange and are free-flowing or can easily be converted to such. Both the Southbound Yonge Street
to Westbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-W 401 on-ramp) right turn and the Eastbound Highway 401 to
Southbound Yonge Street off-ramp (W-S 401 off-ramp) right turn are free-flowing ramps. These are not:
- The Northbound Yonge Street to Eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (S-E 401 on-ramp) right turn
requires a 90 degree right turn at the signalized intersection at Yonge Street and Lord Seaton Road - a
local street not built to MTO highway ramp specifications (issue # -4- in Introduction); by converting this
corner to MTO on-ramp specification, this right turn becomes free-flowing.
- The Westbound Highway 401 to Northbound Yonge Street off-ramp (E-N 401 off-ramp) right turn is
not free-flowing because it requires channelized right forced merge (without dedicated lane on Yonge
Street) (issue # -3- in Introduction); by rearranging Yonge Street lanes so that this right turn will have a
dedicated lane on Yonge Street, this right turn will become free-flowing.
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Current Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange. Notice: all 4 right turns (green) are in outer part of
interchange and are generally free-flowing or can easily be converted. All 4 left turns (pink) are in inner
part of interchange and have conflict points unless specific separate grade structures (flyover overpass,
fly-under underpass or 270 degree reverse jughandle ramps) are built to avoid those conflict points.

Problematic Left Turns Segregated To Inner Part Of Interchange
For the vast majority of interchange design patterns; since we drive on the right-hand side of the road and
since all right turns are generally at the outer part of the interchange, the 4 left turns (when all 4 quadrants
are available) are usually segregated to the inner part of the interchange. This reduces the number of
possible conflict points with right turn ramps and thus minimizes the number of expensive separate grade
structures required. Since we drive on the right-hand side of the road, all left turns are problematic
because left turn must cross opposing traffic of the arterial road resulting in a conflict point. These left
turn conflict points can be controlled with a signalized intersection resulting in lower capacity or
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expensive separate grade structures (flyover overpass, fly-under underpass or 270 degree reverse
jughandle) that creates a free-flowing left turn.
At the Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange, all left turns are generally at the inner part of the
interchange and have conflict points requiring signalized intersection or a separate grade structure
(flyover overpass, fly-under underpass or 270 degree reverse jughandle). The Northbound Yonge Street
to Westbound Highway 401 on-ramp (S-W 401 on-ramp) left turn avoid its conflict point by utilizing a
270 degree reverse jughandle left turn in the north-east quadrant of the interchange. The Eastbound
Highway 401 to Northbound Yonge Street off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp) left turn avoid its conflict point
with an expensive 2 lane “fly-over-Yonge-then-under-401” off-ramp that spans 3 quadrants. Both the
Southbound Yonge Street to Eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-E 401 on-ramp) left turn (issue # -1- in
Introduction) and the Westbound Highway 401 to Southbound Yonge Street off-ramp (E-S 401 off-ramp)
left turn (issue # -2- in Introduction) have conflict points that require signalized intersection to navigate
with opposing traffic on the arterial road (Yonge Street). How can both of these problematic left turns be
converted to free-flowing left turns?

Driving On Left-Hand Side Of Road Results In Free-Flowing Left Turns
Proposition: Since we drive on the right-hand side of the road, all 4 right turns are generally at the outer
part of the interchange and are usually free-flowing. Since we drive on the right-hand side of the road, all
4 left turns are generally at the inner part of the interchange and have problematic conflict points caused
by the left turn itself turning in front of opposing traffic on the arterial road.
Corollary: In parts of the world where they drive on the left-hand side of the road (United Kingdom,
Australia, Hong Kong, etc,...); since they drive on the left-hand side of the road, all 4 left turns are
generally at the outer part of the interchange and are usually free-flowing. Since they drive on the lefthand side of the road, all 4 right turns are generally at the inner part of the interchange and have
problematic conflict points caused by the right turn itself turning in front of opposing traffic on the
arterial road.
Therefore, since our left turns are already segregated to the inner part of the interchange, to handle our left
turns efficiently and to make them naturally free-flowing; at the inner part of the interchange we should
drive on the left-hand side of the road.
At most interchange configurations, all free-flowing right turns are usually at the outer four ramps, while
the problematic left turns are usually at the inner four ramps. If we drive on the left-hand side of the road
to service these problematic left turns then these left turn would become free-flowing. These free-flowing
left turns would not form any long queues; thus there would be no need for left turn “waiting” lanes
which could be returned to “active duty”, further increasing service volume and capacity.
The challenge then becomes how both direction of traffic would cross over each other as they transverse
between the outer part of the interchange where driving on the right-hand side of the road is normal and
the inner part where driving on the left-hand side of the road is optimal. Crossovers with at-grade
signalized intersection or crossovers with grade-separated basketweave (overpass – underpass) system.
Does the performance cost of navigating through these crossovers outweigh the performance
improvements of driving on the left-hand side of the road to service its free-flowing left turns.
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Current Right & Left Turns
Proposed Right & Left Turns & Crossovers
Notice: All right turns (green) are in outer part of interchange while left turns (pink) are in inner part.
Map on left shows current interchange with right-hand side of the road driving throughout along with two
(+1 possible) left turn conflict points. Map on right shows left-hand side of road driving only in inner
part of interchange without any left turn conflict points. Crossover areas are in yellow highlights.

DOUBLE CROSSOVER DIAMOND WITH SIGNALIZED INTERSECTION
CROSSOVERS
Also Known As Diverging Diamond Interchange (DDI)
In the last few years, the U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
has been actively promoting a new interchange design called the Double Crossover Diamond (DCD)
(with signalized intersection crossovers) Interchange system (also known as Diverging Diamond
Interchange - DDI) as a relatively cost effective method to increase traffic capacity, decrease traffic
congestion, improve traffic flow and safety at diamond based interchanges that experiences serious traffic
congestion caused by left turns at signalized intersections. This award winning interchange design takes
less construction time to build, typically cost less than half as much to build compared to more traditional
interchange structures that may not give the same increase in capacity.
A Double Crossover Diamond allows each direction of traffic on the arterial road to service its own freeflowing right turn on-ramp in the outer right turning ramp area as it enters the interchange. The
signalized intersection crossover then allows traffic to drive on the left-hand side of the road to service all
its left turns in the inner ramp area as free-flowing left turns. A second signalized intersection crossover
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is needed to place traffic back onto the usual right-hand side of the arterial road to service a right turn offramp in the outer right turning ramp area as it leaves the interchange.

Double Crossover Diamond Traffic Movement
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/safety/09054/index.cfm
The U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Turner-Fairbank
Highway Research Center (TFHRC) have shown that a Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized
Intersection Crossovers will reduce delays by 15 to 60%, increase total capacity by 10 to 30% and double
the rate of left turns compared to a more conventional diamond interchange. A Double Crossover
Diamond With Signalized Intersection Crossovers will take significantly less time to design and
construct. Construction cost is also typically 50 to 80 percent lower than more traditional interchange
structures that may not even provide a similar level of performance improvement.
“The main reasons to choose a DCD interchange design instead of a conventional interchange design
include traffic operational benefits, potential safety benefits, right-of-way benefits, and reduced
construction costs. DCD interchanges are especially suitable in suburban/urban settings where limited and
costly right-of-way and reduced duration of construction are critical issues. Environmental benefits have
not yet been estimated, but it is clear that the reduced congestion and possible safety benefits will result in
reduced fuel consumption and pollution. Some situations where DCD interchanges are most applicable
are as follows:
• Heavy volumes of left turns onto freeway ramps.
• Moderate and unbalanced through volumes on bridge approaches on the arterial road.
• Moderate to very heavy off-ramp left-turn volumes.
• Limited bridge deck width availability.”
U.S. Department of Transportation - Federal Highway Administration “Double Crossover Diamond
Interchange” October 2009
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/safety/09054/index.cfm
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First Double Crossover Diamond (With Signalized Intersection Crossovers) in USA, located at I-44 and
Route 13 in Springfield, Missouri
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/safety/09054/
List of first seven Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection Crossovers in the U.S.A.:
• First: Springfield, Missouri at I-44 and Hwy 13 - opened June 21, 2009. First Double Crossover
Diamond Interchange conversion in USA (cost $3.2 million & 6 month construction VS $10
million & 2 years construction for alternative standard rebuild with Single Point Urban
Interchange system).
• Second: Springfield, Missouri at US-60 and National Avenue - opened July 12, 2010
• Third: American Fork (Salt Lake City), Utah at I-15 and Main Street - opened August 23, 2010.
First Double Crossover Diamond Interchange built from the ground up in USA
• Fourth: St. Louis, Missouri at I-270 and Dorsett Road - opened on October 17, 2010
• Fifth: Alcoa, Tennessee at US-129 and Bessemer Street
• Sixth: Lexington, Kentucky at Harrodsburg Road (US-68) & New Circle Road (Route-4)
• Seventh: Lehi, Utah at Timpagonos Highway (Utah-92) & Interstate 15
There are now about 35 Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection Crossovers completed
in United States and many more in the study, design and construction stages. As can be seen from the
list, many states that have built Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection Crossovers
continues to build more of them because they offer so much more bang for the buck.
http://www.divergingdiamond.com/
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Interchange

Location

DDI Cost (real
or estimated)

Alternative Design
Cost

Cost
Savings

I-44 / Route 13

Springfield,
MO

$3.2 Million

Over $10 Million

about 70%

I-435 / Front
Street

Kansas City, $6.7 Million
MO

Diamond $11.4 Million

about 75%

Single Point Urban
Interchange (SPUI) $25
Million

SR-265 / SR-62

Utica, IN

I-590 / Winton
Road

Brighton, NY $3-$4 Million

$52 Million

$118 Million

$66 Million

SPUI $10 Million

about 75%

Triple Left Diamond
$13.6 Million

Double Crossover Diamond Cost Savings VS Alternatives
Chart showing 70-75% cost saving using Double Crossover Diamond versus alternative design for both
completed and planned projects.
http://www.divergingdiamond.com/benefits.html
Don Saiko, P.E., Transportation Project Manager (Missouri) MoDOT: “There has been widespread
interest in the diverging diamond interchange, especially when many state DOTs across the country are
facing tough economic times and are seeing a dramatic decrease in funding. These agencies are looking
for ways to improve traffic flow with decreased funding. The DDI is one way this can be done if it's the
right solution. I have spoken to other state DOTs and private consultants in 35 states and many of them
are pursuing the use of the DDI because of its low cost and improved traffic flow.”
More “Best of the States” in Transportation: New Traffic Interchanges - Missouri’s Diverging Diamond
Interchange
http://knowledgecenter.csg.org/drupal/content/more-%E2%80%9Cbest-states%E2%80%9Dtransportation-new-traffic-interchanges-road-condition-monitoring-and-reg

For more information on the Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection Crossovers
interchange system, please see the following documentations and animations:
Diverging Diamond Interchange (DDI) (PowerPoint notes)
http://www.acecmi.org/pdf/DDI.pdf
U.S. Department of Transportation - Federal Highway Administration - Double Crossover Diamond
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/safety/09054/index.cfm

Animations:
TIME's video "Not Your Grandparents' Left-Hand Turn." - The Diverging Diamond Interchange: In
Action
http://www.time.com/time/video/player/0,32068,739424268001_2044949,00.html
Features and Benefits of the Double Crossover Diamond (DCD) - Harrodsburg Road Double Crossover
Diamond (DCD) Interchange (Good for history & usage in USA - gets too specific on location)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=odoGAui6Qe8
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Diverging Diamond Interchange Visualization - Instructional video on how to drive in a diverging
diamond interchange (Very good narration)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HD-0QnUlLOQ&feature=related
The Double Crossover Diamond interchange has won a number of engineering, productivity and
environmental awards.
The diverging diamond interchange was listed by Popular Science magazine as one of the six best
innovations in 2009 (engineering category) in "Best of What's New 2009"
http://www.popsci.com/technology/gallery/2009-12/gallery-top-100-products-year?image=34

How To Build Double Crossover Diamond With Signalize Intersection
Crossovers
The first Double Crossover Diamond interchange built in the United States at Springfield, Missouri at I44 and Highway 13 also won an American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
(AASHTO) award and a Governor’s Award for Quality and Productivity. This document basically serves
as a How-To-Build Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection Crossovers.
http://epg.modot.org/index.php?title=234.6_Diverging_Diamond_Interchanges

Great For Diamond Interchanges With 3-Phase Signalized Intersections
The Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection Crossovers interchange solution are great at
converting inefficient diamond interchanges with two sets of 3-phase signalized intersections plagued by
heavy left turns. Diamond interchanges, which are more common in USA, requires 2 sets of 3-phase
signalized intersections to control traffic for 2 conflicting left turns (that cross over each other) and
straight through traffic. When these Diamond Interchanges have heavy left turns that requires longer
green phase for these left turns, other traffic (straight through) must wait longer for their green signal;
resulting in worst traffic congestion.
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Diamond Interchange Design: requires two sets of 3-phase signalized intersection, each to control 2
conflicting left turns (pink) and straight through traffic. Straight through traffic and each of the two
conflicting left turns requires its own separate green phase for a total of 3 phases.

Double Crossover Diamond With Signalize Intersection Crossovers – 2 sets of 2-phase signalized
intersections to control each direction of traffic on arterial road
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/publicroads/10novdec/01.cfm
One of the main benefits of converting a Diamond Interchange to a Double Crossover Diamond with
Signalized Intersection Crossovers interchange is converting the two sets of 3-phase signalized
intersections to a more efficient 2-phase signalized intersection. But what if the current interchange
already has the more efficient 2-phase signalized intersection? Are there any benefits? If so what?
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But We Use Partial Clover Interchanges With 2-Phase Signalized
Intersections
Many highway-to-arterial road interchanges in Ontario are partial cloverleaf design that uses the more
efficient 2-phase signalized intersection; especially common are Parclo A4. Note: Partial Cloverleaf
interchanges were invented by the Ontario Ministry of Transportation (MTO - headquartered in North
York -Toronto) to eliminate the dangerous weaving condition of Full Cloverleaf interchanges. The
Partial Cloverleaf interchange designs have been adapted all over the world; its major drawback is the
real-estate intensive and awkward 270 degree reverse jughandle ramps.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Partial_cloverleaf_interchange
http://www.fslocal.com/blog/it-came-from-toronto-parclo-partial-cloverleaf-interchange/

ParClo A4 design: A refers to on-ramps being serviced by 270 degree reverse jughandle (B for off-ramps)
and 4 refer to the number of quadrants available. Right turn in green and left turns in pink.
https://www.dot.il.gov/desenv/BDE%20Manual/BDE/pdf/Chapter%2037%20Interchanges.pdf
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Current Yonge-401 Interchange With Two 2-Phase Signalized Intersections

Current Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange is really a hybrid design of ParClo A4 in northern half
of interchange and traditional American Diamond interchange in southern half with conflicting left turn of
Eastbound Highway 401 to Northbound Yonge Street off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp) left turn eliminated
with the expensive 2 lane “fly-over-Yonge-then-under-401” off-ramp.
Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange already has two sets of the efficient 2-phase signalized
intersection. Northern signalized intersection has 2-phase since Northbound Yonge Street to Westbound
Highway 401 on-ramp (S-W 401 on-ramp) left turn uses 270 degree reverse jughandle ramps to avoid the
signalized intersection. Southern signalized intersection has 2-phase since Eastbound Highway 401 to
Northbound Yonge Street off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp) left turn uses expensive 2 lane “fly-over-Yongethen-under-401” off-ramp to avoid the signalized intersection and Westbound Lord Seaton Road does not
have access to Southbound Yonge Street.
If the Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange with two sets of 2-phase signalized intersections were
converted to a Double Crossover Diamond with Signalized Intersection Crossovers (Diverging Diamond);
what are there the benefits? Which route would benefit? Would any route suffer?
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Capacity
Currently at the Yonge Street - Highway 401 Interchange, the traffic volume for some key routes far
exceeds the capacity available and thus we have the gridlock traffic in South North York Centre and
serious congestion along westbound Highway 401 collector lanes. Since the Yonge Street – Highway
401 interchange does not have the capacity to handle current traffic volume many drivers give up on
Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange to use other local interchanges (Bayview-401 & Leslie-401)
which creates more traffic congestions at those interchanges and the arterial roads leading to those
interchanges.
Capacity is defined as the ability of a roadway to accommodate traffic volume. The maximum volume of
vehicles per hour; that can navigate through a certain section of roadway in a given amount of time under
the idea traffic condition (waiting at most only one cycle at signalized intersections). Capacity is often
measured in vehicles per hour (vph) or vehicles per hour per lane (vphpl) or passenger car per hour (pcph)
or passenger car per hour per lane (pcphpl).
Many interesting links on how traffic engineers calculate capacity:
http://www.canamex.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/AppendixF_EstimationofCapacity_GuaymasTucsonCorridor.pdf
http://nexus.umn.edu/Courses/ce3201/CE3201-L2-04.pdf
http://hcm.trb.org/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Traffic_flow
Since we don’t have access to the lab at the American Federal Highway Administration and their VISSIM
traffic simulation software; we’ll use common sense to compare capacity based on restriction points such
as the percentage of green light at signalized intersections.
Assume we have moderate traffic level where vehicles approaching signalized intersection only have to
wait at most one traffic signal cycle and there is minimum spacing between vehicles. We calculate
capacity of a route (right turn, left turn, straight through traffic) through the entire interchange as a
function of restriction points like signalized intersections that affects them directly and indirectly).
Capacity is measured as a percentage relative to the maximum capacity possible if there were no
restrictions (free-flowing) for that particular route. A completely free-flowing route would score 100%
capacity whereas a route restricted only by a signalized intersection that has green light 66% of the time
would score 66% capacity. If the signalize intersection was removed and that 66% capacity route became
free flowing with 100% capacity then that route now has 50% more capacity. It’s basic and without
scientific accuracy but it’ll give us simple capacity values that we can use to quickly compare capacity for
different interchange solutions. Since this method doesn’t directly account for other restrictions such as
yellow light wastage, acceleration from green light or deceleration to red light; the data would be more
conservative (a higher capacity restriction number that leads to a lower change in capacity compared to
the baseline capacity).

Baseline Capacity: Current Capacity At Yonge Street – Highway 401
Interchange
Let’s establish a current capacity baseline for each right turn, left turn and straight through traffic through
the interchange (excluding straight through traffic on Highway 401 itself).
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The following data is from general observation of signalized intersection during AM peak time.
At current Northern Signalized Interchange (NSI) (percentage varies throughout the day):
NSI_NB: 66% green for Northbound Yonge Street traffic
NSI_SB: 66% green for Southbound Yonge Street traffic
NSI_WBSB_Left: 33% green for Westbound Highway 401 to Southbound Yonge Street (E-S 401 offramp) left turn
At current Southern Signalized Interchange (SSI) (percentage varies throughout the day):
SSI_NB: 66% green for Northbound Yonge Street traffic
SSI_SBEB_Left: 33% green for Southbound Yonge Street to Eastbound (Lord Seaton) Highway 401 (NE 401 on-ramp) left turn
SSI_SB: Generally about 98% green for Southbound Yonge Street traffic

Straight Through traffic (needs to navigate through both signalized intersections):
Southbound Yonge Street straight through:
NSI_SB x SSI_SB = 66% x 98% = 65%
Northbound Yonge Street straight through:
SSI_NB x NSI_NB = 66% x 66% = 44%

Right turns:
Southbound Yonge Street to Westbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-W 401 on-ramp):
AlreadyFreeFlowing = 100%
Eastbound Highway 401 to Southbound Yonge Street off-ramp (W-S 401 off-ramp):
AlreadyFreeFlowing = 100%
Northbound Yonge Street to Eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (S-E 401 on-ramp) – 90degree right turn
at Lord Seaton Road traffic light:
SSI_NB = 66% green
Westbound Highway 401 to Northbound Yonge Street off-ramp (E-N 401 off-ramp) – channelized forced
merge with northern signalized intersection providing indirect green:
NSI_WBSB_Left = 33%

Left turns (generally needs to navigate through both signalized intersection):
Southbound Yonge Street to Eastbound (Lord Seaton) Highway 401 (N-E 401 on-ramp) left turn:
NSI_SB x SSI_SBEB_Left = 66% x 33% = 22%
Eastbound Highway 401 to Northbound Yonge Street off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp) “fly-over-Yongethen-under-401” off-ramp:
AlreadyFreeFlowing = 100%
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Northbound Yonge Street to Westbound Highway 401 on-ramp (S-W 401 on-ramp) left turn uses 270
degree reverse jughandle ramps:
SSI_NB x FreeFlowing270Left = 66% x 100% = 66%
Westbound Highway 401 to Southbound Yonge Street off-ramp (E-S 401 off-ramp):
NSI_WBSB_Left x SSI_SB = 33% x 98% = 32%

Baseline: Capacity of current Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange. Displayed in orange are
percentage green for various flows of traffic at Northern Signalized Intersection (NSI) and Southern
Signalized Intersection (SSI).
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Double Crossover Diamond With Signalize Intersection Crossovers At
Yonge Street – Highway 401 Interchange
Currently the Yonge Street / Highway 401 Interchange – Transportation Infrastructure Planning Study
being conducted by the city of Toronto – Transportation Infrastructure Management is studying two
alternatives based on the Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection Crossovers
Interchange (also known as Diverging Diamond Interchange). They call them Alternative #4A:
Diverging Diamond Concept A and Alternative #4B: Diverging Diamond Concept B
http://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2013/pw/bgrd/backgroundfile-62308.pdf

Alternative #4A: Diverging Diamond Concept A
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Alternative #4B: Diverging Diamond Concept B
While there are numerous benefits of the Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection
Crossovers solution, the Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange may not reap some of the main benefits
because the Yonge Street – Highway 401 already has two sets of the efficient 2-phase signalized
intersections.
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Signalized Intersection Crossover for Double Crossover Diamond Interchange at SR-265/SR-62, Indiana
- similar structure to Yonge - 401 interchange
http://www.kyinbridges.com/project-newsroom/2009-12-diverging-diamond.aspx

Bird’s eye view of Double Crossover Diamond Interchange at SR-265/SR-62, Indiana which is saving
$60 million by using DCD - similar structure to Yonge - 401
http://www.kyinbridges.com/project-newsroom/2009-12-diverging-diamond.aspx
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Capacity At Yonge Street – Highway 401 Interchange Using Double
Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection Crossovers
At Northern Signalized Interchange (NSI) of Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection
Crossovers (Assume simple 50/50 split - percentage may vary throughout the day):
NSI_SB: 50% green for Southbound Yonge Street traffic
NSI_NB: 50% green for Northbound Yonge Street traffic
At Southern Signalized Interchange (SSI) of Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection
Crossovers (Assume simple 50/50 split - percentage may vary throughout the day):
SSI_SB: 50% green for Southbound Yonge Street traffic
SSI_NB: 50% green for Northbound Yonge Street traffic

Straight Through (needs to navigate through both signalized intersections):
Southbound Yonge Street straight through:
NSI_SB x SSI_SB = 50% x 50% = 25% VS 65% DECREASE from 65% (LOST 62% capacity)
Northbound Yonge Street straight through:
SSI_NB x NSI_NB = 50% x 50% = 25% VS 44% DECREASE from 44% (LOST 43% capacity)

Right turns:
Southbound Yonge Street to Westbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-W 401 on-ramp):
AlreadyFreeFlowing = 100%
Eastbound Highway 401 to Southbound Yonge Street off-ramp (W-S 401 off-ramp):
AlreadyFreeFlowing = 100%
Northbound Yonge Street to Eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (S-E 401 on-ramp) – eliminate 90degree
right turn at Lord Seaton Road traffic light:
BecomesFreeFlowing = 100% VS 66% 50% MORE than current capacity
Westbound Highway 401 to Northbound Yonge Street off-ramp (E-N 401 off-ramp) – channelized forced
merge eliminated:
BecomesFreeFlowing = 100% VS 33% TRIPLE current capacity

Left turns:
Southbound Yonge Street to Eastbound (Lord Seaton) Highway 401 (N-E 401 on-ramp) left turn:
NSI_SB x BecomesFreeFlowingLeft = 50% x 100% = 50% VS 22% DOUBLE current capacity
Eastbound Highway 401 to Northbound Yonge Street off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp) “fly-over-Yongethen-under-401” off-ramp:
AlreadyFreeFlowing = 100%
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Northbound Yonge Street to Westbound Highway 401 on-ramp (S-W 401 on-ramp) left turn – relocated
to west side of Yonge:
SSI_NB x FreeFlowingLeft = 50% x 100% = 50% VS 66% DECREASE from 66% (LOST 24%
capacity)
Westbound Highway 401 to Southbound Yonge Street off-ramp (E-S 401 off-ramp)
(At Northern Signalized Intersection – only green when Northbound is green):
NSI_NB x SSI_SB = 50% x 50% = 25% VS 32% DECREASE from 32% (LOST 22% capacity)

Capacity of Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection Crossovers (aka Diverging
Diamond Interchange) at Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange with 50/50 split between northbound
and southbound Yonge Street traffic. Displayed in blue are capacity results of right turn, left turn and
straight through manoeuvre through interchange. Green comments for capacity increases over current
condition. Red comments for capacity lost compared to current condition. Displayed in orange are
percentage green for northbound and southbound traffic at Northern Signalized Intersection (NSI) and
Southern Signalized Intersection (SSI). Images from Alternative #4A: Diverging Diamond Concept A
and Alternative #4B: Diverging Diamond Concept B; both will have similar results.
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AM Peak Hour Capacity At Yonge Street – Highway 401 Interchange Using
Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection Crossovers

Traffic service volume data from Yonge Street Traffic Management Study #4656 Exhibit 2-4. The heavy
net traffic volume out of North York Centre in AM peak hour data clearly shows that North York Centre
is a vertical sleeping community!
http://www1.toronto.ca/city_of_toronto/policy_planning_finance__administration/public_consultation_un
it/transportation_office/yonge_street_traffic_management_study/files/pdf/2_yonge_sttreet_tms_efinal_re
port_body1.pdf
At the north crossover point, weekday AM (PM) peak hour vehicle volumes are:
- southbound 2093 (1795)
- northbound 868 (1201)
At the north crossover, southbound traffic volume is significantly heavier in both AM and PM Peak Hour.
At the south crossover point, weekday AM (PM) peak hour vehicle volumes are:
- southbound 2133 (2100)
- northbound 1003 (2780)
At the south crossover, southbound traffic volume is more than double northbound traffic volume during
AM peak hour. During PM peak hour, northbound traffic volume is significantly heavier.
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The AM peak hour volume is generally the heaviest traffic volume of the day; the data justify a 70%
green for southbound and 30% green for northbound at both signalized intersection during AM peak hour.
At Northern Signalized Interchange (NSI) of Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection
Crossovers (at AM peak hour):
NSI_SB: 70% green for Southbound Yonge Street traffic
NSI_NB: 30% green for Northbound Yonge Street traffic
At Southern Signalized Interchange (SSI) of Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection
Crossovers (at AM peak hour):
SSI_SB: 70% green for Southbound Yonge Street traffic
SSI_NB: 30% green for Northbound Yonge Street traffic

Straight Through (needs to navigate through both signalized intersections):
Southbound Yonge Street straight through:
NSI_SB x SSI_SB = 70% x 70% = 49% / 25 VS 65% DECREASE from 65% (LOST 25% capacity)
Northbound Yonge Street straight through:
SSI_NB x NSI_NB = 30% x 30% = 9 % VS 44% DECREASE from 44% (LOST 80% capacity)

Right turns:
Southbound Yonge Street to Westbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-W 401 on-ramp):
AlreadyFreeFlowing = 100%
Eastbound Highway 401 to Southbound Yonge Street off-ramp (W-S 401 off-ramp):
AlreadyFreeFlowing = 100%
Northbound Yonge Street to Eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (S-E 401 on-ramp) – eliminate 90degree
right turn at Lord Seaton Road traffic light:
BecomesFreeFlowing = 100% VS 66% 50% MORE than current capacity
Westbound Highway 401 to Northbound Yonge Street off-ramp (E-N 401 off-ramp) – channelized forced
merge eliminated:
BecomesFreeFlowing = 100% VS 33% TRIPLE current capacity

Left turns:
Southbound Yonge Street to Eastbound (Lord Seaton) Highway 401 (N-E 401 on-ramp) left turn:
NSI_SB x BecomesFreeFlowingLeft = 70% x 100% = 70% VS 22% TRIPLE current capacity
Eastbound Highway 401 to Northbound Yonge Street off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp) “fly-over-Yongethen-under-401” off-ramp:
AlreadyFreeFlowing = 100%
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Northbound Yonge Street to Westbound Highway 401 on-ramp (S-W 401 on-ramp) left turn – relocated
to west side of Yonge:
SSI_NB x FreeFlowingLeft = 30% x 100% = 30% VS 66% DECREASE from 66% (LOST 55%
capacity) 24%
Westbound Highway 401 to Southbound Yonge Street off-ramp (E-S 401 off-ramp)
(At Northern Signalized Intersection – only green when Northbound is green):
NSI_NB x SSI_SB = 30% x 70% = 21% VS 32% DECREASE from 32% (LOST 34% capacity) 22%

Capacity of Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection Crossovers (aka Diverging
Diamond Interchange) at Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange for AM Peak Hour with 70% green
for southbound Yonge Street traffic and 30% for northbound. Displayed in blue are capacity results of
right turn, left turn and straight through manoeuvre through interchange. Green comments for capacity
increases over current condition. Red comments for capacity lost compared to current condition.
Displayed in orange are percentage green for northbound and southbound traffic at Northern Signalized
Intersection (NSI) and Southern Signalized Intersection (SSI). Images from Alternative #4A: Diverging
Diamond Concept A and Alternative #4B: Diverging Diamond Concept B; both will have similar results.
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Double Crossover Diamond With Signalize Intersection Crossovers Will
NOT Work At Yonge Street – Highway 401 Interchange
With a Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection Crossovers (aka Diverging Diamond
Interchange) interchange solution at Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange, the 3 ramps that benefits
with capacity improvements are:
1. Southbound Yonge Street to Eastbound (Lord Seaton) Highway 401 (N-E 401 on-ramp) left turn:
50/50: NSI_SBxBecomesFreeFlowingLeft=50%x100%=50%VS22% DOUBLE current capacity
AM Peak: NSI_SBxBecomesFreeFlowingLeft=70%x100%=70%VS22%TRIPLEcurrent capacity
2. Northbound Yonge Street to Eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (S-E 401 on-ramp) – eliminate
90degree right turn at Lord Seaton Road traffic light:
BecomesFreeFlowing = 100% VS 66% 50% MORE than current capacity
3. Westbound Highway 401 to Northbound Yonge Street off-ramp (E-N 401 off-ramp) –
channelized forced merge eliminated:
BecomesFreeFlowing = 100% VS 33% TRIPLE current capacity
Benefits from later two are mainly from converting poorly designed right turn ramps (channelized forced
merge and 90 degree right turn - which are generally easily converted to be free-flowing) to become freeflowing right turn ramps. A Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Interchange Crossovers
solution is not required to convert these two inefficient right turn ramps to become free-flowing.
Thus, the main direct benefits of using a Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection
Crossovers (aka Diverging Diamond Interchange) interchange solution at Yonge Street – Highway 401
interchange is to double (50/50 split) or triple (70/30 for southbound vs. northbound split) the left turn
capacity for Southbound Yonge Street to Eastbound (Lord Seaton) Highway 401 (N-E 401 on-ramp) left
turn.
With a Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection Crossovers (aka Diverging Diamond
Interchange) interchange solution at Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange, the capacity for many two
left turn ramps and straight through traffic will deteriorate:
1. Southbound Yonge Street straight through:
50/50: NSI_SB x SSI_SB = 50% x 50% = 25% VS 65% LOST 62% capacity
AM Peak: NSI_SB x SSI_SB = 70% x 70% = 49% / 25 VS 65% LOST 25% capacity
2. Northbound Yonge Street straight through:
50/50: SSI_NB x NSI_NB = 50% x 50% = 25% VS 44% LOST 43% capacity
AM Peak: SSI_NB x NSI_NB = 30% x 30% = 9 % VS 44% LOST 80% capacity
3. Northbound Yonge Street to Westbound Highway 401 on-ramp (S-W 401 on-ramp) left turn –
relocated to west side of Yonge:
50/50: SSI_NB x FreeFlowingLeft = 50% x 100% = 50% VS 66% LOST 24% capacity
AM Peak: SSI_NB x FreeFlowingLeft = 30% x 100% = 30% VS 66% LOST 55% capacity
4. Westbound Highway 401 to Southbound Yonge Street off-ramp (E-S 401 off-ramp)
(At Northern Signalized Intersection – only green when Northbound is green):
50/50: NSI_NB x SSI_SB = 50% x 50% = 25% VS 32% LOST 22% capacity
AM Peak: NSI_NB x SSI_SB = 30% x 70% = 21% VS 32% LOST 34% capacity
Why did the capacity on these two left turns actually decrease? A Double Crossover Diamond With
Signalized Intersection Crossovers (aka Diverging Diamond Interchange) interchange solution should
increase left turn capacity; but it works best on Diamond Interchanges with two sets of 3-phase signalized
intersection controlling heavy left turn movements with relatively lighter straight through movements on
the arterial road. With a 3-phase signalized intersection the straight through traffic would see green a
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lower percentage of time and thus a conversion to 2-phase signalized intersection (with green for one
direction along the arterial road basically 50% of the time and 50% of the time for the other direction)
will be an improvement. With a Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection Crossovers
solution at Yonge Street and Highway 401 interchange, the signalized intersections on Yonge Street
would only be green for each direction at 30%, 50% or 70% of the time; which is a significant decrease
from the current 66% to 98% of the time! And thus the high volume Yonge Street straight through traffic
and left turns that must also use these signalized intersections will experience lower capacity.

Very high volume northbound and southbound straight through traffic on Yonge Street will suffer
significantly decrease capacity with Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection Crossover
solution.
http://www1.toronto.ca/city_of_toronto/policy_planning_finance__administration/public_consultation_un
it/transportation_office/yonge_street_traffic_management_study/files/pdf/2_yonge_sttreet_tms_efinal_re
port_body1.pdf

Signalize Intersection Crossovers Are The Problem
Notice, in the above list of 4 routes with decreased capacity, the formula for their capacity calculation
relies heavily on the percentage green for southbound and northbound traffic at northern signalized
intersection crossover (NSI_SB & NSI_NB) and percentage green for southbound and northbound traffic
at southern signalized intersection crossover (SSI_SB & SSI_NB). The above 2 left turns have lower
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capacity because their corresponding signalized intersection (used to navigate through the interchange)
operates less efficiently; whereas they used to have 66% green, they now have 50% green. Straight
through traffic deteriorates the most since the currently enjoy 66% green at NSI_NB, NSI_SB, SSI_NB
and 98% for SSI_SB have all been reduced to 50% green.
At current Northern Signalized Interchange (NSI) (percentage varies throughout the day):
NSI_NB: 66% green for Northbound Yonge Street traffic
NSI_SB: 66% green for Southbound Yonge Street traffic
NSI_WBSB_Left: 33% green for Westbound Highway 401 to Southbound Yonge Street (E-S 401 offramp) left turn
At current Southern Signalized Interchange (SSI) (percentage varies throughout the day):
SSI_NB: 66% green for Northbound Yonge Street traffic
SSI_SBEB_Left: 33% green for Southbound Yonge Street to Eastbound (Lord Seaton) Hwy 401 left turn
SSI_SB: Generally about 98% green for Southbound Yonge Street traffic
At Northern Signalized Interchange (NSI) with Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection
Crossovers (percentage may vary throughout the day):
NSI_SB: 50% green for Southbound Yonge Street traffic
NSI_NB: 50% green for Northbound Yonge Street traffic
At Southern Signalized Interchange (SSI) with Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection
Crossovers (percentage may vary throughout the day):
SSI_SB: 50% green for Southbound Yonge Street traffic
SSI_NB: 50% green for Northbound Yonge Street traffic
During AM peak hour with 70% green for southbound traffic and 30% for northbound at both signalized
intersections, these two left turns (Northbound Yonge Street to Westbound Highway 401 and Westbound
Highway 401 to Southbound Yonge Street) lost even more capacity along with northbound straight
through traffic. Only southbound straight though traffic lost less capacity.
At Northern Signalized Interchange (NSI) with Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection
Crossovers (at AM Peak Hour):
NSI_SB: 70% green for Southbound Yonge Street traffic
NSI_NB: 30% green for Northbound Yonge Street traffic
At Southern Signalized Interchange (SSI) with Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection
Crossovers (at AM Peak Hour):
SSI_SB: 70% green for Southbound Yonge Street traffic
SSI_NB: 30% green for Northbound Yonge Street traffic
When a regular signalized intersection becomes a signalized intersection crossover (as required for
Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection Crossover interchange solution), how is it
possible to increase the green light percentage for each of the conflicting straight through traffic on the
arterial road? Since northbound and southbound traffic crosses over each other creating a conflict at the
signalized intersection crossover, only one direction can proceed through the signalized intersection
crossover with a green light at a time while the other direction must faces a red light and stop. This will
average to a 50-50 split. One direction of traffic may get majority of green light at 70% of the time but it
will be at the cost of the other direction of traffic only getting green light 30% of the time. There must be
a better way!
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BASKETWEAVE (OVERPASS – UNDERPASS) CROSSOVER
Replace Problematic Signalized Intersection Crossovers With Free-Flowing
Basketweave (Overpass – Underpass) Crossovers
While there are numerous benefits of the Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection
Crossovers solution, almost all of the negatives aspects relates to the at-grade signalized intersection
crossover itself (see Appendix), which can be eliminated by using a grade-separated overpass – underpass
structure commonly called a basketweave crossover. With basketweave crossovers, both direction of
traffic on the arterial road (Yonge Street) will be free-flowing and act like it has 100% green light all the
time and thus have 100% free-flowing capacity.

Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection Crossovers are safe since it minimizes the
number of vehicles to vehicles conflict points on all level (Crossing, Merging and Diverging). But each
signalize intersection crossover still has one crossing conflict point prone to high impact head-on and Tbone collisions; that dangerous crossing conflict point can be eliminated with a basketweave crossover.
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/publicroads/10novdec/01.cfm
A Basketweave (overpass-underpass) crossover will eliminate the last remaining crossing conflict point
(head-on and T-bone collision) at the signalized intersection crossovers by making the crossover separate
grade structures without any conflict points.
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Basketweave, eh?

Two sets of high-speed highway basketweaves (overpass – underpass structures)
https://plus.google.com/+InterestingEngineering/posts/K6LMAV2se8Q
In Toronto, basketweaves are common along Highway 401and can be found just east of Jane Street,
westbound Highway 401 east of Allen Road and westbound Highway 401 between Weston Road and
Islington Avenue. Along Highway 401, basketweaves are used to allow traffic to switch between
collector lanes and express lanes within a relatively short stretch of highway and eliminate weaving.
http://wikimapia.org/305545/The-Basketweave
Highway 409 east of Pearson International Airport also has a few tight basketweaves. Highway 427
between Bloor Street West and Dundas Street West has two sets of basketweaves.
All of the above mentioned basketweaves are between sections of highway with traffic that travel in the
same direction. The city of Toronto actually manages a basketweave for opposing traffic (sort of); east of
the Humber River, westbound Lake Shore Boulevard West uses an underpass under the Gardiner
Expressway (eastbound,... and westbound) overpass to get from the south side to north side where it can
merge with westbound Gardiner Expressway traffic.
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In Toronto, even railway use basketweave; here we can clearly see an S-shaped railway underpass with a
ground level S-shaped railway overpass overhead, in the railway corridor between Spadina & Bathurst.

Basketweave Crossover, Oui!
Where in the world can we find examples of basketweave crossovers with the overpass supporting one
direction of traffic and the underpass supporting the opposite direction of traffic? This would allow cars
that were driving on the right-hand side of the road to switch over to drive on the left-hand side of the
road and vice versa. These types of basketweave crossover can be found at border crossing between
countries that drive on different side of the road.

North of Shenzhenwan Highway bridge between left-hand side of the road driving Hong Kong (former
British colony) and right-hand side of the road driving mainland China. Basketweave crossover with
straight overpass over s-shaped underpass near large truck parking-waiting area.
http://basementgeographer.com/crossing-from-right-hand-drive-countries-to-left-hand-drive-countriesand-vice-versa/
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We don’t really have to go halfway around the world to find examples of basketweave crossovers; they
also exist in that far away land of Montreal!

Autoroute Ville Marie (720) east basketweave crossover in northern part of Turcot interchange. The tight
10 degree basketweave crossover is just to the north of where Autoroute Ville-Marie is printed. North of
the basketweave crossover, Autoroute Ville-Marie (720) traffic drives on the usual right-hand side of the
road. South of the basketweave crossover, Autoroute Ville-Marie (720) traffic drives on the left-hand
side of the road. NOTE: This entire basketweave crossover is elevated! This is Montreal’s infamous
Turcot interchange, notice the deep shadows for all highway and ramp structure! Toronto, have the
crumbling elevated Gardiner Expressway; now imagine TWO crumbling elevated expressway crossing
each other with an interchange, all elevated! That’s the Turcot interchange in Montreal.
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Autoroute du Souvenir (20) west basketweave crossover about 4km southwest of Turcot interchange.
The basketweave crossover is just to the south-west of where Autoroute du Souvenir is printed.
Southwest of the basketweave crossover, Autoroute du Souvenir (20) traffic drives on the usual righthand side of the road. Northeast of the basketweave crossover, Autoroute du Souvenir (20) traffic drives
on the left-hand side of the road.
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These two basketweave crossovers create an almost 4km long stretch of highway where vehicles drive on
the left-hand side of the road; the longest stretch in North America. This is done so that westbound traffic
on Autoroute 720/20 can have seam-less transfer with traffic traveling westbound on Rue Notre-Dame O
which travels on the usual right-hand side of the road. Also notice, there’s a railway line running in
through the middle of the highway similar to Toronto’s Allen Road Expressway with TTC subway line
through the middle.
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Basketweave Crossover Dimensions
Most basketweave in Toronto have a 15 degree angle between the roadways and thus would flex out less
and demand less real estate width. As shown by Montreal’s Autoroute Ville Marie (720) east basketweave
crossover in northern part of Turcot interchange; tight basketweave crossover can be done with the
roadways crossing at about 10 degree apart and requiring almost no outward flex of the roadway.
An overpass over an arterial road would require approximately 250 metre length (ditto for underpass
structure); this ensures a gentle 5 degree angle for ascending and descending ramps of the overpass. The
simplest and most inexpensive way to build a basketweave crossover would be to just put an overpass
over flat roadway.
An overpass with its ascending and descending ramps is a long structure. To ensure there’s enough space
to fit an overpass within each crossover section let’s examine some of the factors that contribute to the
length of an overpass:
- Slope of ascending and descending ramps
- Vertical clearance: Minimum vertical clearance (height) for roadway below (should be same
height of clearance of Yonge Street under the 401 overpass)
- Horizontal Clearance: Width of roadway below and angle at which roadway below intersects
overpass roadway
- Base level of surface of roadway below (grade) relative to base of ramps for overpass
Factors that contributes to a shorter overpass would be; steeper slope of ascending and descending ramps,
lower vertical clearance, shorter horizontal clearance by having narrower roadway below or roadway
below intersecting overpass roadway at an angle closer to perpendicular. Also, the lower the base level of
the surface of the roadway below then the overpass itself could be lower as long as it clears the vertical
clearance.
The benefits of using a below grade (sunken) underpass for the roadway below are:
- Effective means to minimize the height and length of the overpass above.
- To minimize the slope of the ascending and descending ramps for the overpass and thus improve
sightlines more than otherwise.
- Since overpass structure typically cost more than underpass structure, minimizing the overpass
structure will minimize the overall cost.
Implementing a below grade (sunken) underpass, will allow the overall height of the overpass to be lower
while still ensuring traffic through the underpass has the required height clearance it needs. Since the
overpass’s overall height is lower, its ascending and descending ramps can be shorter and still meet the
gentle 5 degree angle requirement; likewise for the underpass. Thus, with a below grade underpass, the
length of the both the underpass and overpass can be shorter than the 250 metres length usually required
for just an underpass or just an overpass; this would be helpful where shorter, in both length and overall
height, basketweave crossovers are required or more desirable. Of course, a basketweave crossover with
below grade (sunken) underpass structure that is 250 metre or more in length could also have a much
gentler ascending and descending angle than the required 5 degree and would be even more user friendly
for pedestrians, cyclists and produce better sight lines for drivers.
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Use of below grade (sunken) underpass helps ensures shorter overpass with gentler ascending and
descending ramps. NOTE: Our overpass – underpass (basketweave) will not intersect perpendicular as
illustrated here. Basketweaves can have roadways crossing at 15 degree angle.
http://www.gamedev.net/blog/289/entry-1709696-bridgeunderpass-artwork/

Basketweave Crossover With Sunken Underpass At Yonge Street –
Highway 401 Interchange
Since Yonge Street already slopes at both the north and south crossover, manipulating the slopes to form
a below grade (sunken) underpass will help minimize the height, length and slopes of the ramps for the
overpass above. There should already be enough room for the overpass at both the north and south
crossover. Implementing a below grade underpass, will ensure a gentler ride for those travelling on the
overpass and minimize overall cost.
At the north crossover, from about 100 metres north of the Highway 401 overpass, Yonge Street is on a
steep grade and descends by about 12 metres towards its opening under the Highway 401 overpass. By
having this descent start at a more northern point along the southbound Yonge Street, it’ll create a below
grade underpass for southbound Yonge Street. Since underpass structures are cheaper to construct than
overpass structures a combination of underpass (for southbound Yonge Street traffic) and overpass (for
northbound Yonge Street traffic) can help minimize the overall cost. This would allow the length of the
northbound Yonge Street overpass to be shorter with gentler ascending and descending ramps.
At the south crossover, while Yonge Street descends at a gentler slope, implementing a below grade
underpass to minimize the height, length, slopes of the ramps and cost for the overpass above can also be
accomplished.
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Basketweave Crossover At Yonge Street – Highway 401 Interchange
By pure dumb luck, the Yonge Street - Highway 401 interchange is actually long enough along Yonge
Street that both the northern and southern crossover areas can fit a pair of basketweave crossovers
creating a high-performance high-capacity interchange solution; a completely free-flowing interchange
without any signalized intersection where all right turns and left turn manoeuvres are completely freeflowing. It’ll eliminate all the left turn problems (including the long left turn queues that gridlocks south
North York Centre and causes traffic congestion along Highway 401 westbound collector lanes),
significantly reduce delays, significantly increase total capacity, improve traffic flow, increase left turn
capacity by 3-4 folds, improve safety and transform this interchange into an efficient user-friendly
interchange for drivers and pedestrians.
Within each crossover area, to determine which roadway should be the overpass or underpass; critical
measurements must be taken in the crossover area generally from the point where its outer right turn ramp
meets the arterial road to the point where its inner left turn ramp meets the arterial road further upstream
or downstream of the same flow of traffic on the arterial road. Judging from some local examples of
overpasses, the minimum distance needed is about 250 metres when the overpass is on a flat base.
For the south crossover, the northern points of the potential overpass shall be the corner of Yonge Street
and Lord Seaton Road since the eastbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street (W-N 401 offramp) “fly-over-Yonge-then-under-401” off-ramp is obstructing a direct overpass to the new inner left
turn ramp for southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 (N-E 401 on-ramp).
For the south crossover southbound lanes, the distance is about 350 metre on the relocated southbound
Yonge Street between:
- corner of Yonge Street and Lord Seaton Road (relocated westbound Lord Seaton joins relocated
southbound Yonge Streets)
- point where eastbound Highway 401 to southbound Yonge Street (W-S 401 off-ramp) joins
southbound Yonge Street with dedicated lane onto southbound Yonge Street
For the south crossover northbound lanes, the distance is about 200 metre on the relocated northbound
Yonge Street between:
- point where new northbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (S-E 401 onramp) separates from northbound Yonge Street
- corner of Yonge Street and Lord Seaton Road where Yonge Street goes under eastbound
Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street (W-N 401 off-ramp) “fly-over-Yonge-then-under-401”
off-ramp
Thus, at the south basketweave crossover with a distance of 350 metres, the southbound traffic shall travel
on the overpass while northbound traffic uses the underpass.
At the south basketweave crossover, southbound Yonge Street traffic is depleted of both its exiting left
and right turns and has only serviced one of its off-ramp traffic from Highway 401. At the south
crossover point, weekday AM (PM) peak hour vehicle volumes are (YSTMS #4656 - Exhibit 2-4):
- southbound 2133 (2100)
- northbound 1003 (2780)
At the south basketweave crossover, southbound traffic volume is more than double northbound traffic
volume during AM Peak Hour. During PM Peak Hour, northbound traffic volume is significantly
heavier.
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Potential overpasses for basketweave crossovers. Red are too short and green should be fine. At northern
basketweave crossover northbound Yonge Street traffic should be on overpass. At southern basketweave
crossover southbound Yonge Street traffic should be on overpass.
For the north crossover southbound lanes, the distance is about 190 metre on the relocated southbound
Yonge Street between:
- point where southbound Yonge Street to westbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-W 401 on-ramp)
separates from southbound Yonge Street
- point where modified westbound Highway 401 to southbound Yonge Street (E-S 401 off-ramp)
merges onto relocated southbound Yonge Street
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For the north crossover northbound lanes, the distance is about 200 metre on the relocated northbound
Yonge Street between:
- point where new northbound Yonge to westbound Highway 401 on-ramp (S-W 401 on-ramp)
separates from relocated northbound Yonge Street
- point where relocated westbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street off-ramp (E-N 401
off-ramp) joins northbound Yonge Street with dedicated lane onto northbound Yonge Street
Both of these candidates do not seem to meet the minimum requirement of 250 metres for an overpass.
Fortunately for the north crossover, there is a third candidate. For the north crossover northbound lanes,
the distance is 290 metre on the relocated northbound Yonge Street between:
- point where new northbound Yonge to westbound Highway 401 on-ramp (S-W 401 on-ramp)
separates from relocated northbound Yonge Street
- point where eastbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street “fly-over-Yonge-then-under401” off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp) joins northbound Yonge Street with dedicated lane onto
northbound Yonge Street
At the north basketweave crossover with a distance of 290 metres, the northbound traffic shall travel on
the overpass (extending to point where eastbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street “fly-overYonge-then-under-401” off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp) joins northbound Yonge Street) while southbound
traffic uses the underpass. In addition, the westbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street off-ramp
(E-N 401 off-ramp) will need to be raised to meet northbound Yonge Street on the new overpass as it
descends with dedicated lane onto northbound Yonge Street. The further south the westbound Highway
401 to northbound Yonge Street off-ramp (E-N 401 off-ramp) meets northbound Yonge Street on the
overpass the better since it’ll allow more room for traffic change lanes earlier and less weaving issue
further downstream.
At the north basketweave crossover, northbound Yonge Street traffic is depleted of both its exiting left
and right turns and will service one of its westbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street off-ramp
(E-N 401 off-ramp) traffic on the overpass. At the north crossover point, weekday AM (PM) peak hour
vehicle volumes are (YSTMS #4656 - Exhibit 2-4):
- northbound 868 (1201) without E-N 401 off-ramp traffic
- northbound 2083(1670) with E-N 401 off-ramp traffic
- southbound 2093 (1795)
At the north crossover, southbound traffic volume is more than double northbound traffic volume
without E-N 401 off-ramp traffic during AM Peak Hour. Once the westbound Highway 401 to
northbound Yonge Street off-ramp (E-N 401 off-ramp) traffic joins northbound Yonge Street on the
overpass, traffic volume between northbound and southbound Yonge Street at the north crossover is
basically the same.
Benefits of having the northbound Yonge Street overpass at north crossover and southbound Yonge Street
overpass at south crossover:
- Each direction of traffic only has one overpass - instead of one direction of traffic getting both
overpass and having a roller coaster effect.
- Each direction of traffic face overpass after leaving the inner part of interchange.
- Ascending ramps of overpass acts to decelerate traffic coming from highway off-ramps.
- Descending ramps of overpass does not accelerate traffic towards any on-ramps. Only off-ramps
with their own dedicated lanes onto Yonge Street are served.
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Yonge Street – Highway 401 As Double Crossover Diamond With Basketweave Crossovers NOTE:
Ignore proposed clockwise roundabout along Lord Seaton Road of this older version, newer version gives
St.Andrew’s community full service in and out via counter-clockwise roundabout on Lord Seaton Road.
Do you see a problem in the above diagram?

Eliminate Weaving Problem
While both signalized intersections have been replaced with free-flowing basketweave crossovers and all
right turns and left turns ramps have become free-flowing; there is a serious weaving problem. The
weaving problem occurs where the heavy Westbound Highway 401 to Southbound Yonge Street off-ramp
(E-S 401 off-ramp) traffic joins southbound Yonge Street on the left lane trying to get into centre lane,
relative to flow of traffic; while the heavy Southbound Yonge Street to Eastbound Highway 401 (N-E 401
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on-ramp) left turn is in the centre lane trying to move into the left lane to use the off-ramp. Given the
heavy volume of traffic here, this is a serious weaving problem.
With the Double Crossover Diamond With Overpass – Underpass Crossovers solution, in heavy traffic a
weaving problem may occur between the left turn off-ramp and the downstream left turn on-ramp
downstream as both ramps utilize the same left lane along the arterial road. By having the left turn offramp (westbound Highway 401 to southbound Yonge Street off-ramp (E-S 401 off-ramp)) become the
dedicated right lane of the arterial road by utilizing a short one lane flyover overpass (that connects to the
basketweave overpass that northbound Yonge Street traffic is on), left turn on-ramp (southbound Yonge
Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-E 401 on-ramp)) traffic can freely use the left lane without
any weaving; this solution was originally called the Double Crossover Diamond With Overpass –
Underpass Crossovers Without Weaving solution, now renamed to Double Basketweave Crossover
Diamond (DBCD).
The original solution can be found at the West Lansing Homeowners Association website:
http://www.westlansing.ca/Resources/Forms/Documents/401-Double-cross-over-Diamond-conceptExecutive-Su.aspx
http://www.westlansing.ca/Development-Updates/Traffic-Updates.aspx#crossover

Weaving Problem In The Past

A Blast From The Past! - Aerial photo from 1954: Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange had a full
cloverleaf interchange design, as did the Avenue Road – Highway 401 interchange. All ramps in full
cloverleaf interchange design are free-flowing and there’s no need for any signalized intersections. Full
cloverleaf interchanges do not perform well in heavy traffic conditions due to serious weaving problem
caused by off-ramp traffic on arterial road trying to get out of incoming right lane onto centre lane
interfering with on-ramp traffic from centre lane trying to get onto outgoing right lane.
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Historical note: This exact same place had a serious weaving problem (opposite traffic flow direction
compared to our situation) when the Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange was a full cloverleaf design
from 1952 to 1966; caused by eastbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street 270 degree reverse
jughandle off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp) weaving with northbound Yonge Street to westbound Highway
401 270 degree reverse jughandle on-ramp (S-W 401 off-ramp) weaving compounded by an inefficient
signalized intersection on Yonge Street north of Highway 401. That weaving problem was solved with
the expensive 2 lane eastbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street “fly-over-Yonge-then-under401” off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp) that spans 3 quadrants; built when Highway 401 expanded to
collector-express system and the interchange was reconfigured to its current design.

Aerial view of the Hwy 401 and Hwy 11 (Yonge Street) Cloverleaf in Toronto, facing south (1959).
Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange had weaving and gridlock problems in 1959 when North York
Centre area was full of bungalows on large lots and strip plazas on Yonge Street. Good thing they don’t
have to deal with new high density condos tower opening up every 3 months! Photo courtesy of Ontario
Ministry of Transportation
“This aerial photo of the Yonge Street Interchange at rush hour clearly demonstrates the problem with this
interchange design when traffic volumes are heavy and the opposing loop ramps are placed too close
together. A red traffic signal on Yonge Street north of Hwy 401 has caused northbound traffic to queue
right through the cloverleaf interchange and onto the eastbound loop ramp exiting from the freeway. The
queue has also blocked access to the opposing loop ramp from northbound Hwy 11 to westbound Hwy
401. When the interchange was rebuilt in 1966-1967, a two-lane directional ramp was constructed to
remove the bottleneck caused by the heavy eastbound Hwy 401 to northbound Hwy 11 movement.”
AKA: The Eastbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street “fly-over-Yonge-then-under-401” offramp (W-N 401 off-ramp))
http://www.thekingshighway.ca/PHOTOS/Hwy401photos2.htm
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DOUBLE BASKETWEAVE CROSSOVER DIAMOND
Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond At Yonge Street – Highway 401
Interchange

Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange with Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond solution. At
northern basketweave crossover, northbound Yonge Street traffic is on overpass with westbound
Highway 401 to southbound Yonge Street off-ramp (E-S 401 off-ramp) joining it on overpass. At
southern basketweave crossover, southbound Yonge Street traffic is on overpass by itself since eastbound
Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street “fly-over-Yonge-then-under-401” off-ramp (W-N 401 offramp)) works fine as it and shall not be altered. Note: This map wasn’t made with the pinpoint accuracy
of AutoCAD. The author used the free version Auto-CAP (CAP for Cut-And-Paste!).
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Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange with Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond solution
showing “from” traffic. Notice: Left turn off-ramp (westbound Highway 401 to southbound Yonge Street
off-ramp (E-S 401 off-ramp)) use overpass to become dedicated right lane on arterial road (southbound
Yonge Street). The other left turn off-ramp (eastbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street “flyover-Yonge-then-under-401” off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp)) does not contribute to weaving problem in
inner part of interchange.
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Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange with Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond solution
showing “from” traffic and preferred lane configuration. Note: Southern basketweave crossover showing
northbound underpass clearly demonstrates free-flowing Michigan right turn manoeuvre for westbound
Lord Seaton Road to northbound Yonge Street and thus also to westbound Highway 401. This is only
possible with northbound Yonge Street traffic as the underpass of the southern basketweave crossover.
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Southbound Yonge Street From 3 Lanes To 2 Lanes
Since the westbound Highway 401 to southbound Yonge Street off-ramp (E-S 401 off-ramp) become the
dedicated right lane on southbound Yonge Street just before the Highway 401 overpass and since the
eastern half of the Yonge Street underpass at Highway 401 only has room for 3 lanes of traffic; the 3
current southbound Yonge Street lanes (south of the southbound Yonge Street to westbound Highway
401 off-ramp (N-W 401 off-ramp)) must be reduced to 2 lanes (currently, there is only 2 active
southbound lanes since the third lane is occupied by the long southbound Yonge Street to eastbound
Highway 401 (N-E 401) left turn “waiting” lane). With westbound Highway 401 to southbound Yonge
Street off-ramp (E-S 401 off-ramp) becoming the dedicated right lane on southbound Yonge Street, there
will be 3 active southbound lanes in the Yonge Street underpass.
In 2012, when the MTO rebuilt the Highway 401 overpass at Yonge Street, they had the opportunity to
remove the row of centre support columns. This would have freed up about 12 feet width of road space in
the centre of the underpass; enough for one lane of traffic with buffer zone or bike lanes on both sides of
the underpass! The next opportunity to remove this row of centre support columns will likely be in 25-50
years.
With the Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond interchange solution, the westbound Highway 401 to
southbound Yonge Street off-ramp (E-S 401 off-ramp) should be engineered so that it could easily be
reconfigured to run through the gap created if the centre support columns are ever removed. This would
allow southbound Yonge Street to return to 3 lanes south of the southbound Yonge Street to westbound
Highway 401 off-ramp (N-W 401 off-ramp)) to the underpass where it will become 4 southbound lanes.

Looking south at Yonge Street underpass north of Highway 401. Note: Long row of thick centre support
columns in middle of Yonge Street underpass.
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Looking north at Yonge Street underpass south of Highway 401. Note: No centre support structure
needed for eastbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp) “fly-overYonge-then-under-401” off-ramp in foreground. Background shows Yonge Street underpass with long
row of centre support columns under Highway 401 overpass.

Capacity At Yonge Street – Highway 401 Interchange Using Double
Basketweave Crossover Diamond
At Northern Basketweave Crossover (NBC) of Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond:
NBC_SB: 100% green for Southbound Yonge Street straight through traffic
NBC_NB: 100% green for Northbound Yonge Street straight through traffic
At Southern Basketweave Crossover (SBC) of Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond:
SBC_SB: 100% green for Southbound Yonge Street straight through traffic
SBC_NB: 100% green for Northbound Yonge Street straight through traffic

Straight through (needs to navigate through both basketweave crossovers):
Southbound Yonge Street straight through:
NBC_SB x SBC_SB = 100% x 100% = 100% VS 65% 50% MORE than current capacity
Northbound Yonge Street straight through:
SBC_NB x NBC_NB = 100% x 100% = 100% VS 44% More than DOUBLE current capacity
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Right turns:
Southbound Yonge Street to Westbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-W 401 on-ramp):
AlreadyFreeFlowing = 100%
Eastbound Highway 401 to Southbound Yonge Street off-ramp (W-S 401 off-ramp):
AlreadyFreeFlowing = 100%
Northbound Yonge Street to Eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (S-E 401 on-ramp) – eliminate 90degree
right turn at Lord Seaton Road traffic light:
BecomesFreeFlowing = 100% VS 66% 50% MORE than current capacity
Westbound Highway 401 to Northbound Yonge Street off-ramp (E-N 401 off-ramp) – channelized forced
merge eliminated:
BecomesFreeFlowing = 100% VS 33% TRIPLE current capacity

Left turns:
Southbound Yonge Street to Eastbound (Lord Seaton) Highway 401 (N-E 401 on-ramp) left turn:
NBC_SB x BecomesFreeFlowingLeft = 100% x 100% = 100% VS 22% QUADRUPLE current
capacity
Eastbound Highway 401 to Northbound Yonge Street off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp) “fly-over-Yongethen-under-401” off-ramp:
AlreadyFreeFlowing = 100%
Northbound Yonge Street to Westbound Highway 401 on-ramp (S-W 401 on-ramp) left turn – relocated
to west side of Yonge:
SBC_NB x FreeFlowingLeft = 100% x 100% = 100% VS 66% 50% MORE than current capacity
Westbound Highway 401 to Southbound Yonge Street off-ramp (E-S 401 off-ramp):
BecomesFreeFlowingLeft x SBC_SB = 100% x 100% = 100% VS 32% TRIPLE current capacity

Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond Increases Capacity At Yonge
Street – Highway 401 Interchange
With a Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond interchange solution at Yonge Street – Highway 401
interchange the entire interchange becomes free-flowing without any signalized intersection causing stopand-go traffic. All current free-flowing ramps remain free-flowing and all other ramp and straight
through traffic on Yonge Street becomes free-flowing increasing capacity by 50% more, double, triple or
quadruple current capacity; there is no loss in capacity anywhere.
Movements with 50% more capacity:
- Southbound Yonge Street straight through
- Northbound Yonge Street to Eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (S-E 401 on-ramp) right turn
- Northbound Yonge Street to Westbound Highway 401 on-ramp (S-W 401 on-ramp) left turn
Movements with double current capacity:
- Northbound Yonge Street straight through
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Movements with triple current capacity:
- Westbound Highway 401 to Northbound Yonge Street off-ramp (E-N 401 off-ramp) right turn
- Westbound Highway 401 to Southbound Yonge Street off-ramp (E-S 401 off-ramp) left turn
Movements with quadruple current capacity:
- Southbound Yonge Street to Eastbound (Lord Seaton) Highway 401 (N-E 401 on-ramp) left turn

Capacity of Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond at Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange.
Displayed in blue are capacity results of right turn, left turn and straight through manoeuvre through
interchange. Green comments for capacity increases over current condition. Red comments for capacity
lost compared to current condition.
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Capacity Comparison: Yonge Street – Highway 401 Interchange Solutions
Current
(Baseline)

Double Crossover
Diamond With
Signalized Intersection
Crossovers (Diverging
Diamond Interchange)

Double Crossover
Diamond With
Signalized Intersection
Crossovers (Diverging
Diamond Interchange)

50/50 split at signalized
intersection

AM Peak Hour 70/30
split at signalize
intersection

Double Basketweave
Crossover Diamond

Type Of
Signalized
Intersections
Required

2 – 2 phase signalized
intersection

2 – 2 phase signalized
intersections with 50/50
split between northbound
& southbound

2 – 2 phase signalized
intersections with 70%
green for southbound and
30% for northbound

None – Completely FreeFlowing Interchange –
use basketweave
(overpass - underpass)

Northern
Signalized
Intersection

NSI_NB = 66%
NSI_SB = 66%
NSI_WBSB_Left
= 33%
SSI_NB = 66%
SSI_SBEB_Left
= 33%
SSI_SB = 98%

NSI_SB = 50%
NSI_NB = 50%

NSI_SB = 70%
NSI_NB = 30%

NBC_SB = 100%
NBC_NB = 100%

SSI_SB = 50%
SSI_NB = 50%

SSI_SB = 70%
SSI_NB = 30%

SBC_SB = 100%
SBC_NB = 100%

Southbound
Yonge Street
straight
through

NSI_SB x SSI_SB =
66% x 98% = 65%

NSI_SB x SSI_SB =
50% x 50% = 25%

NSI_SB x SSI_SB =
70% x 70% = 49%

NBC_SB x SBC_SB =
100% x 100% = 100%

Northbound
Yonge Street
straight
through

SSI_NB x NSI_NB =
66% x 66% = 44%

DECREASE from 65%
(LOST 62% capacity)
SSI_NB x NSI_NB =
50% x 50% = 25%

DECREASE from 65%
(LOST 25% capacity)
SSI_NB x NSI_NB =
30% x 30% = 9%

50% MORE than
current capacity
SBC_NB x NBC_NB =
100% x 100% = 100%

DECREASE from 44%
(LOST 43% capacity)

DECREASE from 44%
(LOST 80% capacity)

More than DOUBLE
current capacity

Number of
FreeFlowing
Right Turns
SB-Yonge to
WB-401
(N-W 401
on-ramp)
EB-401 to
SB-Yonge
(W-S 401
off-ramp)
NB-Yonge to
EB-401
(S-E 401 onramp)

2

4

4

4

Already Free-Flowing =
100%

Already Free-Flowing =
100%

Already Free-Flowing =
100%

Already Free-Flowing =
100%

Already Free-Flowing =
100%

Already Free-Flowing =
100%

Already Free-Flowing =
100%

Already Free-Flowing =
100%

SSI_NB = 66%

Becomes Free-Flowing =
100%

Becomes Free-Flowing =
100%

Becomes Free-Flowing =
100%

50% MORE than
current capacity

50% MORE than
current capacity

50% MORE than
current capacity

*** eliminate 90degree
right turn at Lord Seaton
Road traffic light

*** eliminate 90degree
right turn at Lord Seaton
Road traffic light

*** eliminate 90degree
right turn at Lord Seaton
Road traffic light

Southern
Signalized
Intersection

*** 90 degree right turn
at Lord Seaton Road
traffic light
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WB-401 to
NB-Yonge
(E-N 401 offramp)

Number of
FreeFlowing Left
Turns
SB-Yonge to
EB-401
(N-E 401 onramp)

EB-401 to
NB-Yonge
(W-N offramp)
“fly-overYonge-thenunder-401”
off-ramp
NB-Yonge to
WB-401
(S-W 401 onramp)

WB-401 to
SB-Yonge
(E-S 401 offramp)

NSI_WBSB_Left =
33%

Becomes Free-Flowing =
100%

Becomes Free-Flowing =
100%

Becomes Free-Flowing =
100%

*** channelized forced
merge with northern
signalized intersection
providing indirect green

TRIPLE current
capacity

TRIPLE current
capacity

TRIPLE current
capacity

*** channelized forced
merge eliminated

*** channelized forced
merge eliminated

*** channelized forced
merge eliminated

2

4

4

4

NSI_SB x
SSI_SBEB_Left =
66% x 33% = 22%

NSI_SB x
BecomesFreeFlowingLeft
= 50% x 100% = 50%

NSI_SB x
BecomesFreeFlowingLeft
= 70% x 100% = 70%

NBC_SB x
BecomesFreeFlowingLeft
= 100% x 100% = 100%

AlreadyFreeFlowing =
100%

DOUBLE current
capacity
Already Free-Flowing =
100%

TRIPLE current
capacity
Already Free-Flowing =
100%

QUADRUPLE current
capacity
Already Free-Flowing =
100%

SSI_NB x
FreeFlowing270Left =
66% x 100% = 66%

SSI_NB x
FreeFlowingLeft =
50% x 100% = 50%

SSI_NB x
FreeFlowingLeft =
30% x 100% = 30%

SBC_NB x
FreeFlowingLeft =
100% x 100% = 100%

DECREASE from 66%
(LOST 24% capacity)
NSI_NB x SSI_SB =
50% x 50% = 25%

DECREASE from 66%
(LOST 55% capacity)
NSI_NB x SSI_SB =
30% x 70% = 21%

50% MORE than
current capacity
BecomesFreeFlowingLeft
x SBC_SB =
100% x 100% = 100%

DECREASE from 32%
(LOST 22% capacity)

DECREASE from 32%
(LOST 34% capacity)

NSI_WBSB_Left x
SSI_SB =
33% x 98% = 32%

TRIPLE current
capacity

Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond is the only solution where all current free-flowing ramps
remain free-flowing and all other ramp and straight through traffic on Yonge Street becomes free-flowing
increasing capacity by 50% more, double, triple or quadruple current capacity; there is no loss in capacity
anywhere.

Is DBCD Legitimate? Double Crossover Merging Interchange
This author came up with the original Double Crossover Diamond with Overpass-Underpass Crossover
Without Weaving solution around 2007. In 2011, at the West Lansing Homeowners Association's annual
Canada Day BBQ Picnic, the idea was shared with Ward 23 Councillor John Filion and executives of the
West Lansing Homeowners Association. The original documentation for the Double Crossover Diamond
with Overpass-Underpass Crossover Without Weaving solution can be found here:
http://www.westlansing.ca/Development-Updates/Traffic-Updates.aspx
http://www.westlansing.ca/Resources/Forms/Documents/401-Double-cross-over-Diamond-conceptExecutive-Su.aspx
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In our solution, the eastbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street “fly-over-Yonge-then-under401” off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp) is ignored since it works perfectly fine as is. Realizing that if this
southern left turn off-ramp (eastbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street “fly-over-Yonge-thenunder-401” off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp)) were to be integrated onto the overpass of the southern
basketweave crossover the same way the northern left turn off-ramp (westbound Highway 401 to
southbound Yonge Street off-ramp (E-S 401 off-ramp)) is integrated onto the overpass of the northern
basketweave crossover; this interchange solution would create a “design pattern” – a template for
highway interchange design.
Since this interchange solution is free-flowing throughout with no signalized intersections causing stopand-go traffic; it could be used for both highway-to-arterial road interchange and highway-to-highway
interchange. Furthermore, since the number of overpass-underpass structures are minimized in terms of
numbers, height and length; this interchange solution should be the lowest cost solution for a highway-tohighway interchange. (Note: basketweave crossover with integrated left turn off-ramp would count as 1.5
overpass and since this solution requires 2 basketweave crossovers and the regular highway-over-highway
overpass, the total number of overpasses needed for this solution is 4 short one-level high overpasses. A
much cheaper solution than the stack interchange solution used at Highway 404 and Highway 407 with 4
left turn 3-4 level high flyover ramps each spanning one corner of the interchange to the other.)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stack_interchange
After realizing the potential of this interchange design, in the summer of 2013 this author finally seek a
patent for the Double Crossover Diamond with Overpass-Underpass Crossover Without Weaving
solution; only to learn that such a patent was granted to a real traffic engineer a year before. Michael A
Gingrich Sr., a traffic engineer from Chicago, already filed a patent for it the previous summer. He
named it Double Crossover Merging Interchange. Patent#: US 20130011190A1 and WO2013009704A1
Abstract: “A crossover for travel paths is provided. The crossover includes a primary travel path (110)
having a first pathway (112) arranged for travel in a first direction and a second pathway (114) arranged
for travel in a second direction, and a secondary ravel path (120) having a third pathway (122) arranged
for travel in a third direction and a fourth pathway (124) arranged for travel in a fourth direction, A main
bridge crossover (130) is provided and is constructed and arranged so that the first and second pathways
cross each of the third and fourth pathways without intersecting at grade, A pair of minor bridge
crossovers (140, 150) is provided and each minor bridge crossover is constructed and arranged so that
the third and fourth pathways cross each other without intersecting at grade. Lane communication is
provided between select exits and entrances so that weaving traffic patterns are minimized, additional
flyovers are kept to a minimum and no 270 -degree loops are required, while at the same time traffic flow
is continuous and can be free of signal control.”

https://www.google.com/patents/US20130011190?dq=double+crossover+merging+interchange&ei=AcB
AU6-EF4602AXWn4DYBw&cl=en
https://www.google.com/patents/WO2013009704A1?cl=en&dq=double+crossover+merging+interchange
&hl=en&sa=X&ei=AcBAU6-EF4602AXWn4DYBw&sqi=2&pjf=1&ved=0CDUQ6AEwAA

Double Crossover Merging Interchange
http://www.dcmiinterchange.com/
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Double Crossover Merging Interchange, good for highway-to-arterial road interchange and highway-tohighway interchange
http://www.ite.org/Membersonly/techconference/2012/CB12C3201.pdf

Double Crossover Merging Interchange with colour arrow indicating traffic flow
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:DCMI-Flow.jpg
“Double Crossover Merging Interchange”
“There is also a free-flowing design, for which a patent has been applied, called the "double
crossover merging interchange" (DCMI),[11][12] which includes elements from the diverging diamond
interchange, the standard diamond interchange and the stack interchange. It eliminates the
disadvantages of weaving and of merging into the outside lane from which the standard DDI
variation suffers.”
“The lane configuration allows for high capacity free-flow traffic without the need for costly elevated
"flyover" roadway bridges, and uses less lane area and structures than an interchange with large
radius flyover(s). The DCMI employs several of the design techniques of the DDI.[13] The DCMI also
has similarities to a standard diamond interchange and to a stack interchange.”
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“The DCMI has several distinct design features that differentiate it from a diverging diamond
interchange. Utilizing a standard main bridge with two smaller underpass type bridges on either side
of the main bridge, the DCMI lets vehicles cross over conflicting traffic streams while
removing weaving maneuvers. This configuration produces an interchange with merging
maneuvers.[14][15] By placing two smaller bridges (grade separation) on either side of the main bridge,
the traffic signals can be eliminated. Additionally, off-ramp traffic can be crossed over on the same
smaller side bridges used by the main traffic patterns. Hence, this removes conflicts that would take
place with an at-grade traffic signal. The key feature of this type of design is not only the elimination
of the conflicts that occur at-grade, but also allowing the off-ramp traffic to cross over without the
need for lane changes or weaving within the interchange.”
“The double crossover merging interchange introduces a number of new mechanisms to a tight
diamond type interchange while producing a free-flow traffic environment interchange.”
“It is not known whether any such interchanges have been constructed.”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diverging_diamond_interchange

AutoCAD model of Double Crossover Merging Interchange
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:DCMI-cgi-example.png
The above patent and this document read as a how to design a Double Crossover Merging Interchange:
http://www.ite.org/Membersonly/techconference/2012/CB12C3201.pdf
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Double Crossover Merging Interchange in SimCity
http://forum.paradoxplaza.com/forum/showthread.php?680886-The-screenshot-video-thread/page5
The Double Crossover Merging Interchange solution patented by Chicago traffic engineer Michael A.
Gingrich Sr. validates the Double Crossover Diamond With Overpass – Underpass Crossovers Without
Weaving and renamed Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond solutions as valid interchange solutions.
These interchange solutions are similar to the Double Crossover Diamond (with signalized intersection
crossovers) also known as Diverging Diamond Interchange (that has been implemented throughout the
United States of America in the last 5 years) with the signalized intersection crossovers replaced by
basketweave crossovers with the left turn off-ramp integrated to the overpass of the basketweave
crossover. In our solution, the eastbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street “fly-over-Yongethen-under-401” off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp) is ignored since it works perfectly fine as is.

DOUBLE BASKETWEAVE CROSSOVER DIAMOND IMPLEMENATION
AT YONGE STREET – HIGHWAY 401 INTERCHANGE
Lord Seaton Road Roundabout And St.Andrew’s Community
Now that we’ve established that the Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond is a legitimate design for a
high performance interchange. Applying Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond solution at the Yonge
Street – Highway 401 interchange has a few challenges because Lord Seaton Road is a local road that
meets Yonge Street almost in the centre of the interchange. The goal is to ensure the local residents of
St.Andrew’s community (south-east quadrant of Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange) has full access
to all traffic directions of the interchange for both incoming and outgoing traffic via Lord Seaton Road.
Currently, the St.Andrew’s community does not have outgoing access from westbound Lord Seaton Road
to southbound Yonge Street. Also missing is eastbound Highway 401 exit to Lord Seaton Road.
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A few years ago, at the corner of Yonge Street and Lord Seaton Road, the St. Andrews community
enjoyed access to both northbound and southbound Yonge Street. But this required a 3-phase traffic
signal. With the increase in demand for southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 (N-E 401
on-ramp) via Lord Seaton Road, the City of Toronto decided to reduce the traffic cycle to a 2-phase
traffic signal by prohibiting westbound Lord Seaton Road to southbound Yonge Street left turn.
Westbound Lord Seaton Road to northbound Yonge Street right turn was kept which also gave them
access to westbound Highway 401 via the northbound Yonge Street to westbound Highway 401 (S-W
401 on-ramp) 270 degree “reverse jug-handle” on-ramp.

Current Lord Seaton Road meets Yonge Street perpendicular like a regular local street instead of with
MTO spec on-ramps which is its function to most.
Segregate High Traffic Volume Southbound Yonge Street To Eastbound Highway 401 OnRamp
Currently, one of the major issues for residents of St.Andrew’s community going westbound on Lord
Seaton Road towards Yonge Street at AM peak hour is finding an adequate break in the eastbound
Highway 401 on-ramp traffic. From YSTMS # 4656 – AM (PM) peak hour:
- 1016(1132) southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-E 401 on-ramp)
- 828(1527) northbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (S-E 401 on-ramp)
With the Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond solution, the capacity for southbound Yonge Street to
eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-E 401 on-ramp) should quadruple current capacity. In addition, the
capacity for northbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (S-E 401 on-ramp) should
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increase by 50% more than current capacity. Just because capacity increases that doesn’t mean that
traffic volume will increase as well, especially in the same proportion.
The AM & PM peak hour traffic volume for southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 onramp (N-E 401 on-ramp) are quite close so they seem to operating at or near current capacity (especially
with the long queue that gridlock traffic in North York Centre forcing many to use other area
interchanges); thus we should expect significantly higher traffic volume for southbound Yonge Street to
eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-E 401 on-ramp) with Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond
solution.
The AM & PM peak hour traffic volume for northbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 onramp (S-E 401 on-ramp) are quite different; PM peak hour volume is almost twice as much for AM peak
hour. Thus AM peak hour volume is far from current capacity, so even if capacity increases by 50%
more with Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond, the service volume will not change significantly.
Residents of St.Andrew’s community have been complaining about the heavy Yonge Street to eastbound
Highway 401 on-ramp (N-E 401 & S-E 401 on-ramp) traffic volume they currently have to cross at AM
peak hour. By building a new MTO specification on-ramp for the southbound Yonge Street to eastbound
Highway 401 on-ramp (N-E 401 on-ramp) with high service volume (which will continue to increase
since one new condominium towers open about every 3 months in North York Centre area), the
westbound Lord Seaton Road traffic out of St.Andrew’s community will only have to deal with the lighter
traffic volume northbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (S-E 401 on-ramp); which
will be less than half the traffic volume they currently face.

Westbound Lord Seaton Road traffic from St.Andrew’s community now protected from heavy traffic
volume of segregated southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-E 401 on-ramp)
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Roundabout On Lord Seaton Road
A clockwise round on Lord Seaton Road was first proposed in the original Double Crossover Diamond
With Underpass – Overpass Crossovers Without Weave solution which can be found at the West Lansing
Homeowners Association website:
http://www.westlansing.ca/Resources/Forms/Documents/401-Double-cross-over-Diamond-conceptExecutive-Su.aspx
http://www.westlansing.ca/Development-Updates/Traffic-Updates.aspx#crossover
Currently the Yonge Street / Highway 401 Interchange – Transportation Infrastructure Planning Study
being conducted by the city of Toronto – Transportation Infrastructure Management is studying two
alternatives based on roundabout. They call them Alternative #3A: Roundabout on Yonge Street Lord
Seaton Road ICD 67m (won’t work, Yonge Street traffic volume way too heavy) and Alternative #3B:
Roundabout Lord Seaton Road ICD 50m which seems to be a counter-clockwise roundabout.
http://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2013/pw/bgrd/backgroundfile-62308.pdf

Alternative #3B: Roundabout Lord Seaton Road ICD 50m seems to be a counter-clockwise roundabout
http://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2013/pw/bgrd/backgroundfile-62308.pdf
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The T-shaped roundabout could look similar to this one from Collingwood
http://www.collingwood.ca/node/4543
While roundabouts are more common in other parts of the world, the MTO has implemented more
roundabouts recently, including a roundabout in Welland on a 400-series highway:
http://www.mto.gov.on.ca/english/engineering/roundabout/index.shtml
http://www.mto.gov.on.ca/english/engineering/roundabout/hwy406.shtml
Halton Region has an interactive animation of a roundabout:
http://webaps.halton.ca/forms/roundabout.cfm
A counter-clockwise roundabout should be added on Lord Seaton Road. Whereas at most roundabouts,
all vehicles entering the roundabout must yield to vehicles already in the roundabout; the roundabout on
Lord Seaton Road should give northbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (S-E 401
on-ramp) priority right of way throughout the roundabout, all other traffic should yield to the northbound
Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (S-E 401 on-ramp) traffic.

Eastbound Highway 401 Exit To Lord Seaton Road
Currently, the St.Andrew’s community does not have incoming access in the form of eastbound Highway
401 exit to Lord Seaton Road.
The new eastbound Highway 401 to Lord Seaton Road exit should branch off the existing eastbound
Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street “fly-over-Yonge-then-under-401” off-ramp (W-N 401 offramp) just east of its Yonge Street overpass. This will likely be a long off-ramp since it needs to descend
slowly and curve as it needs to merge with the southbound Yonge Street to Lord Seaton Road exit that
branch off the southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-E 401 on-ramp); this new
roadway will head towards the new roundabout on Lord Seaton Road.
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Eastbound Highway 401 to Lord Seaton Road exit (in green) branch off the existing eastbound Highway
401 to northbound Yonge Street “fly-over-Yonge-then-under-401” off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp) just east
of its Yonge Street overpass and merge with southbound Yonge Street to Lord Seaton Road exit (in pink)
that branch off the southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-E 401 on-ramp);
together, they head straight for new roundabout on Lord Seaton Road.
At the new roundabout on Lord Seaton Road, the incoming local traffic (eastbound Highway 401 to Lord
Seaton Road and southbound Yonge Street to Lord Seaton Road) will seem to have a tight weaving issue
with the outgoing local traffic (westbound Lord Seaton Road to southbound or northbound Yonge Street
or westbound Highway 401) since the former enters and the later leaves the roundabout very close to each
other. This weaving issue is likely a non-factor since the St.Andrew’s community is predominately a
residential neighbourhood with residents that predominately leaves in AM peak hour and come back in
late afternoon and evening.
By having the incoming local traffic (eastbound Highway 401 to Lord Seaton Road and southbound
Yonge Street to Lord Seaton Road) and outgoing local traffic (westbound Lord Seaton Road to
southbound or northbound Yonge Street or westbound Highway 401) meet in the new roundabout on
Lord Seaton Road, it creates a minor merging and diverging conflict point instead of the more dangerous
crossing conflict point created at a typical perpendicular roadway crossing. It also allows the multi-use
trail or current pedestrian walkway (immediately south of eastbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge
Street “fly-over-Yonge-then-under-401” off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp) at the Yonge Street overpass) to
extend further east to the roundabout without any vehicle-bicycle or vehicle-pedestrian conflict points.
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Roundabout in Montecito (Santa Barbara), California with tight weaving between incoming Old Coast
Hwy traffic and outgoing Cabrillo Boulevard traffic.
http://www.sbcag.com/mapofshameSBCity-4/hot-springs-roundabout/

By having the incoming local traffic (eastbound Highway 401 to Lord Seaton Road and southbound
Yonge Street to Lord Seaton Road) and outgoing local traffic (westbound Lord Seaton Road to
southbound or northbound Yonge Street or westbound Highway 401) meet in the new roundabout on
Lord Seaton Road, it allows the multi-use trail (in pink) or current pedestrian walkway (eastbound
Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street “fly-over-Yonge-then-under-401” off-ramp (W-N 401 offramp) at the Yonge Street overpass) to extend further east to the roundabout without any vehicle-bicycle
or vehicle-pedestrian conflict points.
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Westbound Lord Seaton Road To Northbound Yonge Street And Also To Westbound
Highway 401
Currently, the St.Andrew’s community does not have outgoing access from westbound Lord Seaton Road
to southbound Yonge Street; that left turn was deleted so in favour of more efficient 2-phase signalized
intersection at Yonge Street and Lord Seaton Road. With Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond,
westbound Lord Seaton Road will have direct access to southbound Yonge Street, restored.
Currently, the St.Andrew’s community have outgoing access from westbound Lord Seaton Road to
northbound Yonge Street that can also lead to westbound Highway 401 via the current 270 degree reverse
jughandle on-ramp. With the Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond solution, the westbound Lord
Seaton Road to northbound Yonge Street (and also to westbound Highway 401) movement will be
possible with a free-flowing Michigan Right Turn. Huh?
A regular Michigan Left Turn consists of three steps: 1.) Turn right, 2.) Do 180 degree U-turn, 3.) Drive
straight through original intersection. When these steps are done in reverse order, it’s called a Reverse
Michigan Left Turn.

Green line: Michigan Left Turn Red line: Reverse Michigan Left Turn
http://www.bqaz.org/azparkway/
Michigan Left Turns are uses throughout North America as a method for right-hand side of the road
driving traffic to avoid turning left in front of on-coming traffic. With the Double Basketweave
Crossover Diamond solution, while Lord Seaton Road traffic will still be driving on the usual right-hand
side of the road; Yonge Street between the two basketweave crossovers will be driving on the left-hand
side of the road.
The Michigan Right Turn will consist of these three steps: 1.) Turn left, 2.) Do 180 degree U-turn, 3.)
Drive straight through original intersection. When these steps are done in reverse order, it’s called a
Reverse Michigan Right Turn. Unlike a conventional signalized intersection with stop-and-go traffic;
with the Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond the intersection of Yonge Street and Lord Seaton Road
will not be signalized and will become free-flowing without any stop-and-go traffic. Thus, the westbound
Lord Seaton Road to northbound Yonge Street (and also to westbound Highway 401) movement will be a
free-flowing Michigan Right Turn.
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Original diagram for Michigan Left Turn has been rotated 90 degree clockwise and flipped vertically to
show the Michigan Right Turn in a left-hand side of the road driving environment. Green line: Michigan
Right Turn Red line: Reverse Michigan Right Turn

Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange with Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond solution.
Westbound Lord Seaton Road traffic has two choices at Yonge Street: 1.) take second left turn to go
southbound on Yonge Street southbound overpass or 2.) take immediate left to avoid overpass & do freeflowing Michigan right turn manoeuvre to go northbound Yonge Street (to westbound Highway 401).
Only possible with northbound Yonge Street traffic as underpass of the southern basketweave crossover.
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The Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond is a very user friendly interchange. For all on-ramps and
off-ramps (choosing direction on Yonge Street): to turn right stay in right lane; to turn left stay in left
lane. Simple!
For westbound Lord Seaton Road traffic at Yonge Street choosing southbound Yonge Street or
northbound Yonge Street (which can lead to westbound Highway 401) is not so simple since they both
require left turns! The former is the second left turn and the later requires immediate left turn. Proper
signage and a splitter island should help greatly. In addition, those facing these options (from westbound
Lord Seaton Road to which ever direction on Yonge Street) are primarily the local residents of
St.Andrew’s community (not one time tourists) and they’ll learn to navigate though this quirky
intersection over time.
The free-flowing Michigan right turn manoeuvre for westbound Lord Seaton Road to northbound Yonge
Street and thus also to westbound Highway 401 will probably be the only free-flowing Michigan Right
Turn in North America. It is only possible because the southern basketweave crossover has the
southbound Yonge Street traffic on the overpass and the westbound Lord Seaton Road to northbound
Yonge Street traffic will have to go around the first half of the overpass structures to make a U-turn and
merge with northbound Yonge Street traffic in the underpass of the southern basketweave crossover.
For westbound Lord Seaton Road to northbound Yonge Street, weekday AM (PM) peak hour vehicle
volumes are (YSTMS #4656 - Exhibit 2-4):
- Westbound Lord Seaton Road to northbound Yonge Street 186 (160)
For northbound Yonge Street at the northbound Yonge Street to westbound Highway 401 (S-W 401 onramp) 270 degree “reverse jug-handle” on-ramp, weekday AM (PM) peak hour vehicle volumes are
(YSTMS #4656 - Exhibit 2-4):
- S-W 401 on-ramp 559 (504)
- northbound 868 (1201)
Assuming the westbound Lord Seaton Road to northbound Yonge Street 186 (160) is distributed evenly
between continuing straight through northbound Yonge Street VS going to westbound Highway 401; the
demand for westbound Highway 401 usage from the St. Andrews community should be, AM (PM) peak
hour vehicle volumes:
- St. Andrews community to westbound Highway 401 73 (47)
- i.e.: 39.2% (29.6%) of westbound Lord Seaton Road to northbound Yonge Street

U-Turns
An interesting side effect of any Double Crossover Diamond is the two convenient U-Turns provided for
the highway traffic.
The westbound Highway 401 to eastbound Highway 401 U-turn is formed by:
- Westbound Highway 401 to southbound Yonge Street off-ramp (E-S 401 off-ramp)
- Southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-E 401 on-ramp)
A similar direct eastbound Highway 401 to westbound Highway 401 U-turn is not possible because the
current eastbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street “fly-over-Yonge-then-under-401” off-ramp
(W-N 401 off-ramp) does not meet Yonge Street at the southern basketweave crossover (as per the
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Double Crossover Merging Interchange design) but connects with Yonge Street at the outer part of the
interchange.
An indirect eastbound Highway 401 to westbound Highway 401 U-turn will utilize the new Lord Seaton
Road exit and roundabout as follow:
- Eastbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp) taking the
Lord Seaton Road exit
- Use the new Lord Seaton Road roundabout to westbound Lord Seaton Road
- Westbound Lord Seaton Road to northbound Yonge Street using free-flowing Michigan right turn
- Northbound Yonge Street to westbound Highway 401 on-ramp (S-W 401 on-ramp)
An interesting side effect of the new Lord Seaton Road roundabout is how it helps facilitate U-turns; not
just for highway traffic but also for Yonge Street traffic. The new Lord Seaton Road roundabout will
help prevent unwanted U-turn traffic from flowing deeper into the St. Andrews community.
The southbound Yonge Street to northbound Yonge Street U-turn is formed by:
- Southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-E 401 on-ramp) taking the
Lord Seaton Road exit
- Use the new Lord Seaton Road roundabout to westbound Lord Seaton Road
- Westbound Lord Seaton Road to northbound Yonge Street using free-flowing Michigan right turn
The northbound Yonge Street to southbound Yonge Street U-turn is formed by:
- Northbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (S-E 401 on-ramp) to Lord Seaton
Road roundabout
- Use the new Lord Seaton Road roundabout to westbound Lord Seaton Road
- Westbound Lord Seaton Road to southbound Yonge Street
The U-turn feature of the new Lord Seaton Road roundabout will also benefit service and emergency
vehicles. Due to quick access to both direction on Yonge Street and both direction on Highway 401, this
roundabout may also serve as a convenient staging area for emergency service vehicles.

Doris Avenue Extension South And Avondale Community
Doris Avenue Extension South To Avondale Avenue
Currently, the city of Toronto is examining the possibility of “Completing the North York Centre Service
Road: Doris Ave. Bonnington Pl. & Tradewind Ave."; basically extending the current Doris Avenue
south of Sheppard Avenue East to Avondale. A number of issues are being examined including width of
Doris Avenue with on-road bike lanes, landscaping, urban square and type of intersection for Doris
Avenue and Sheppard Avenue East (right angle, skewed, or off-set).
www.toronto.ca/involved/projects/nyc-south-road
http://www1.toronto.ca/City%20Of%20Toronto/Policy,%20Planning,%20Finance%20&%20Administrati
on/Public%20Consultation%20Unit/Studies/Transportation/NYC%20Service%20Road/NYC_Service_Rd
_panels_sml.pdf
http://www1.toronto.ca/City%20Of%20Toronto/Policy,%20Planning,%20Finance%20&%20Administrati
on/Public%20Consultation%20Unit/Studies/Transportation/NYC%20Service%20Road/NYC_Service_Rd
_FAQ1.pdf
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Doris Avenue extension south of Sheppard Avenue East to Avondale Avenue
In the high density North York Centre, vehicular traffic has 4 options for direction of travel: north, south
east or west; and if they go any long distance east or west, they’ll head south on Yonge Street to Highway
401. Compounded by Highway 401 acting like huge barrier (dividing the northern part of the city from
the rest of the city) with only a few openings; the Yonge Street corridor in North York Centre acts like a
funnel with the little narrow spout opening being the clogged up Yonge Street – Highway 401
interchange.
Considering all the high density development along Doris Avenue north of Sheppard Avenue East, with
the Doris Avenue extension south to Avondale Avenue, in AM peak hour, it will bring more vehicular
traffic into the Avondale community trying to get onto southbound Yonge Street via the new westbound
Andale Drive extension to southbound Yonge Street and the already gridlocked westbound Avondale
Avenue to southbound Yonge Street.

Westbound Avondale Avenue To Southbound Yonge Street Left Turn
Currently, the densely populated Avondale community (north-east quadrant of Yonge Street – Highway
401 interchange) suffers from an extremely long left turn queue for westbound Avondale Avenue to
southbound Yonge Street. During AM peak hour, it takes many local residents of the Avondale
condominium community about 30 minutes to drive from their parking spot to complete this left turn; and
that’s in the summer! In winter snowy days it takes about 50 minutes!
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Yonge Street Traffic Management Study (# 4656) from exhibit 2-7 of part 3: Existing queue length for
westbound Avondale Avenue to southbound Yonge Street left turn. (AM peak hour)
http://www1.toronto.ca/city_of_toronto/policy_planning_finance__administration/public_consultation_un
it/transportation_office/yonge_street_traffic_management_study/files/pdf/3_yonge_sttreet_tms_report_bo
dy2.pdf
http://www1.toronto.ca/wps/portal/contentonly?vgnextoid=ac72b79135443410VgnVCM10000071d60f8
9RCRD

Looking east on Avondale Avenue just east of Yonge Street during AM peak hour. Many of these
residents have given up on the Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange and drive the extra distance to
use the Bayview – 401 interchange. The most interesting part of this photo is westbound Avondale
Avenue traffic to Yonge Street is gridlocked but eastbound Avondale Avenue traffic is basically empty!
The solution is to send these cars eastbound on Avondale Avenue! Huh?
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Extend Doris Avenue Extension South Beyond Avondale Avenue To Highway 401
Yes, direct connection to Highway 401. The problem with the North York Centre Service Ring Roads of
Doris Avenue & Beecroft Road is that they do NOT connect directly to Highway 401. With the eastern
North York Service Road extension of Doris Ave south to Tradewind Avenue; why stop at Avondale
Ave? Extend the North York Service Road extension of Doris Avenue, Bonnington Place and Tradewind
Avenue south of Avondale Avenue via Oakburn Crescent and Burnwell Street south to Highway 401.

Direct highway connection for Doris Avenue extension south of Avondale Avenue to Highway 401, via
service road system. One westbound Highway 401 exit at the new Doris Avenue extension south
connection and one entrance. Entrance from new Doris Avenue extension south to Highway 401 only
leads to Yonge - 401 interchange; where Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond solution allows full
access to westbound 401, northbound Yonge, southbound Yonge and eastbound 401.
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NOTE: As can be seen in some of the renderings for the various options in Connecting the North York
Centre Service Road – Doris Avenue extension south, there is a development proposal for the north side
of Oakburn Crescent. That creates an opportunity for the city to widen the roadway along Oakburn
Crescent to match Tradewind Ave (2 through lanes in each direction). Currently the city is planning a
dead end cul-de-sac on Oakburn Crescent. Oakburn Crescent needs to connect to Burnwell Street as it
does now and be widened.
http://www1.toronto.ca/City%20Of%20Toronto/Policy,%20Planning,%20Finance%20&%20Administrati
on/Public%20Consultation%20Unit/Studies/Transportation/NYC%20Service%20Road/NYC_Service_Rd
_panels_sml.pdf
NOTE: The redevelopment of Avondale Elementary school also gives an opportunity to widen Burnwell
Street between Oakburn Crescent and Highway 401 and build suitable ramp structures. With Avondale
Elementary School on east side of Burnwell Street and the high density Avondale Community
Condominiums on the west side, it might be a good idea to build an pedestrian underpass under Burnwell
Street so kids can get to school without worrying about traffic.
This Doris Avenue south extension to Highway 401 should be able to accommodate a westbound
Highway 401 single lane exit. Some land might be needed from the Toronto District School Board’s
Oakburn Centre (school maintenance facility) which might be sold off.
http://remillward.com/oakburn-avondale-land-use-master-plan/
A highway entrance from this new Doris Avenue south extension (aka current Burnwell Street) to
Westbound Highway 401 will create weaving issues with Westbound Highway 401 to Yonge Street exit.
The solution to avoid this weaving issue is to NOT allow the traffic from this new Doris Avenue south
extension (aka Burnwell Street) to westbound Highway 401 to enter Westbound Highway 401 here!
The existing westbound Highway 401 collector exit lane to Yonge Street along with a newly created lane
(created through better lane management – lots of shoulder lanes available and also along south side of
south sound barrier wall, MTO owns about 15 feet strip of land) becomes a 2 lane service road with lower
speed limit of about 60 to 70 km/hr instead of 100km/hr on highway. This 2 lane service road is
separated from highway lanes by a series of stand-up stick pylons or cement high-walls (an example of 2
segregated off-ramp lanes is the southbound Highway 404 exit to Highway 401, the 1km segregated offramp lanes start 300 metres north of Sheppard Avenue East) to prevent (Doris Avenue extension) traffic
from entering westbound highway 401 here and causing weaving issues. The Doris Avenue extension
traffic is forced to exit westbound Highway 401 at Yonge Street which will afford them much longer
distance and time to get into the proper lane and thus minimize any weaving issue. The Doris Avenue
extension traffic will then use the high performance free-flowing Double Basketweave Crossover
Diamond for full access of:
- westbound Highway 401 (at current 270 reverse jughandle that be repurposed since in Double
Basketweave Crossover Diamond northbound Yonge to Westbound 401 on-ramp gets moved to
other side of Yonge Street)
- Northbound Yonge Street via westbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street off-ramp (EN 401 off-ramp)
- Southbound Yonge Street via westbound Highway 401 to southbound Yonge Street off-ramp (ES 401 off-ramp)
- Eastbound Highway 401 via westbound Highway 401 to southbound Yonge Street off-ramp (E-S
401 off-ramp) followed by southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-E
401 on-ramp)
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This will solve the gridlocked westbound Avondale Ave to southbound Yonge Street left turn by giving
this traffic an alternative route. And give the higher density eastern service road of Doris Avenue
extension south a directed connection to Highway 401 with full access at the Yonge Street – Highway
401 interchange via the Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond.

Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond. Doris Avenue extension south traffic would enter this
interchange via the westbound Highway 401 off-ramps (yellow) and have full access to all direction of
traffic in interchange: 1.) northbound Yonge Street, 2.) southbound Yonge Street, 3.) eastbound Highway
401 via southbound Yonge Street exit, 4.) westbound Highway 401 via the current northbound Yonge
Street to westbound Highway 401 270 degree reverse jughandle on-ramp.
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NOTE: It would be wise to wait until the completion of the Yonge Street / Highway 401 Interchange –
Transportation Infrastructure Planning Study before proceeding with the developments along the north
side of Oakburn Crescent (place this development on hold as is done for development proposal at 57
Linelle Street File# 13 124500 NNY 23 OZ) so that the city can establish whether it would be wise to
widen Oakburn Crescent and Burnwell Street for the connection to Highway 401. Basically, if Double
Basketweave Crossover Diamond is chosen then this service road extension to Highway 401 would be
possible and desirable.

Improving Traffic Flow With Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond At
Yonge Street – Highway 401 Interchange
By using a Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond, all signalized intersections have been eliminated
and all off-ramps and on-ramps are free-flowing. Now design consideration for the Yonge Street –
Highway 401 interchange will focus on improving traffic flow by:
- Ensuring all on-ramps and off-ramps are highway specification
- Eliminating any forced merge in favour of utilizing dedicated lanes
- Eliminate or minimize any weaving.
- Increasing capacity further by widening roadways, highway exits and entrances

Southbound Yonge Street To Eastbound Highway 401 (N-E 401 on-ramp) Traffic Volume
Demand
Realistically, given the problematic southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 via Lord Seaton
Road (N-E 401 on-ramp) left turn, a large number of drivers desiring this left turn are avoiding this
problematic interchange and finding alternative routes to other interchanges like the Bayview – 401
interchange.
Examining the two non-problematic turns from northbound Yonge Street at the Highway 401 interchange,
weekday AM (PM) peak hour vehicle volumes are (YSTMS #4656 - Exhibit 2-4):
- Northbound Yonge Street to westbound Highway 401 (S-W 401 on-ramp) 504 (559)
- Northbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 (S-E 401 on-ramp / Lord Seaton Road) 1527 (828)
Examining the two turns from southbound Yonge Street at the Highway 401 interchange, weekday AM
(PM) peak hour vehicle volumes are (YSTMS #4656 - Exhibit 2-4):
- Free-flowing - Southbound Yonge Street to westbound Highway 401 (N-W 401 on-ramp) 1434 (1318)
- Problematic left-turn - Southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 via Lord Seaton Road (N-E
401 on-ramp) 1016 (1132)
Assuming the traffic demand for westbound and eastbound turns should be similar from both northbound
and southbound traffic since the demographic (residential vs. commercial) are similar; the traffic demand
for southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-E 401 on-ramp) should be
approximately 4345 (1952). This means, about 75% of drivers in AM peak traffic and about 40% of
drivers in PM peak traffic, that would like to use this southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway
401 on-ramp (N-E 401 on-ramp) are avoiding it in favour of alternative routes (like eastbound Sheppard
Ave East to southbound Bayview Avenue to eastbound Highway 401).
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As traffic capacity increases, the expectation is it will be utilized by both drivers that are currently
avoiding the Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange and the high growth rate in North York Centre.

Southbound Yonge Street To Eastbound Highway 401 (N-E 401 on-ramp) Rebuild To
Highway Specification
The major problem with the problematic southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp
(N-E 401 on-ramp) and northbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (S-E 401 on-ramp)
is that both are not up to MTO highway ramp specification. Both on-ramps technically start on Lord
Seaton Road over a 100 metres east of Yonge Street. To get on the on-ramps from Yonge Street there’s a
perpendicular turn at the signalized intersection at Lord Seaton Road. Both on-ramps should be rebuilt to
proper highway specification.
To get the proper curvature the southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-E 401
on-ramp) would need to start immediately after the southbound Yonge Street left lane emerges from
under the Highway 401 overpass. It should be two lanes wide (southbound Yonge Street left lane would
be a must exit left turn while the centre lane would be an optional left turn or through) to accommodate
the heavy left turn traffic. An underpass would need to be built under the eastbound Highway 401 to
northbound Yonge Street “fly-over-Yonge-then-under-401” off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp); likely directly
to the east of its Yonge Street overpass structure.

Northbound Yonge Street To Eastbound Highway 401 On-Ramp (S-E 401 on-ramp)
Rebuild To Highway Specification
The rebuilt northbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (S-E 401 on-ramp) should leave
northbound Yonge Street just before northbound Yonge Street goes under the southbound Yonge Street
overpass in the south basketweave crossover. At Yonge Street and Lord Seaton Road, the northbound
Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (S-E 401 on-ramp) should ideally use a 55 metre radius
curvature (may need property) and head straight to the roundabout where this eastbound Highway 401 onramp (S-E 401 on-ramp) will have priority right of way and all other traffic in the roundabout must yield.

Westbound Highway 401 To Northbound Yonge Street Off-Ramp (E-N 401 off-ramp)
Becomes Dedicated Right Lane On Northbound Yonge Street
Instead of the current forced merge which is a high accident (merging) conflict point, the westbound
Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street off-ramp (E-N 401 off-ramp) traffic should join northbound
Yonge Street with its own dedicated (right) lane. The westbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge
Street off-ramp (E-N 401 off-ramp) should meet northbound Yonge Street on the overpass at the most
southern point as possible. This means the western part of the westbound Highway 401 to northbound
Yonge Street off-ramp (E-N 401 off-ramp) will need to be raised onto an overpass structure. This along
with overhead trusses (Left Turn Florence Ave, North Yonge Street, North Yonge Street (Right Turn
Avondale Avenue Ahead)) will give traffic as much time as possible to get into the appropriate lane and
help reduce weaving. Since northbound Yonge Street will increase from 2 lanes to 3 lanes at this point,
the centre and right lanes will become northbound Yonge Street lanes beyond the next signalized
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intersection (Yonge Street and Avondale Avenue / Florence Avenue). The leftmost of these northbound
lanes will default to become the left turn (must exit) lane for Florence Avenue westbound.

Eastbound Highway 401 Entrance Widen To Two Lanes
Since the eastbound Highway 401 exit servicing both the eastbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge
Street “fly-over-Yonge-then-under-401” off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp) and the eastbound Highway 401
to southbound Yonge Street off-ramp (W-S 401 off-ramp) is 2 lanes wide; the eastbound Highway 401
entrance servicing both northbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (S-E 401 on-ramp)
and southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 via Lord Seaton Road on-ramp (N-E 401 onramp) should also be 2 lanes wide as well. The left lane would become a dedicated eastbound Highway
401 lane while the right lane would eventually end.

Westbound Highway 401 Exit Widen To Two Lanes
Since the eastbound Highway 401 exit servicing both the eastbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge
Street “fly-over-Yonge-then-under-401” off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp) and the eastbound Highway 401
to southbound Yonge Street off-ramp (W-S 401 off-ramp) is 2 lanes wide; the westbound Highway 401
exit servicing both the westbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street off-ramp (E-N 401 off-ramp)
and the westbound Highway 401 to southbound Yonge Street off-ramp (E-S 401 off-ramp) should also be
2 lanes wide as well. Thus both off-ramps would have their own dedicated exit lane and would eliminate
a potential bottleneck.

Southbound Yonge Street Widen To 3 Lanes At Southern Basketweave Crossover
Southbound Yonge Street between Highway 401 and where the eastbound Highway 401 to southbound
Yonge Street off-ramp (W-S 401 off-ramp) meets is only 2 lanes wide; this stretch of southbound Yonge
Street will be widen to 3 lanes when it’s placed on the overpass of the southern basketweave crossover.
The eastbound Highway 401 to southbound Yonge Street off-ramp (W-S 401 off-ramp) will get its own
dedicated lane on southbound Yonge Street as it currently has. The leftmost of these southbound Yonge
Street lanes will default to become the left turn lane onto William Carson Crescent eastbound. This will
increase traffic capacity to accommodate further growth in North York Centre and Midtown Toronto.

Northbound Yonge Street To Westbound Highway 401 (S-W 401 on-ramp) On-Ramp
Relocated To West Side Of Yonge Street
The northbound Yonge Street to westbound Highway 401 (S-W 401 on-ramp) 270 degree “reverse jughandle” on-ramp on the east side of Yonge Street with 40 metre radius will be deprecated in favour of a
regular semi-circular on-ramp with an identical 40 metre radius on the west side of Yonge Street
immediately north of the Highway 401 overpass. While the radius may not meet the preferred 55 metre
radius, the super-elevation at the higher end of the range should compensate somewhat for the tighter
radius. The speed limit should be around 30-40 km/hr. In addition, at the start of this on-ramp, the left
lane of northbound Yonge Street becomes a left turn must exit onto the northbound Yonge Street to
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westbound Highway 401 (S-W 401 on-ramp); thus leaving northbound Yonge Street with only 2 lanes
going north onto the North Crossover overpass.
NOTE: The development proposal for 57 Linelle Street (File# 13 124500 NNY 23 OZ) may not proceed
until the results of the Yonge Street / Highway 401 Interchange – Transportation Infrastructure Planning
Study is complete. The MTO has the option to expropriate up to 50 feet width of land for highway
expansion. If this is done, the northbound Yonge Street to westbound Highway 401 (S-W 401 on-ramp)
semi-circular on-ramp may have a radius closer to the preferred 55 metre radius.

Southbound Yonge Street To Westbound Highway 401 On-Ramp (N-W 401 on-ramp)
Adjustments
The southern part of the southbound Yonge Street to westbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-W 401 onramp) will need to shift over to the west to make room for the relocated northbound Yonge Street to
westbound Highway 401 (S-W 401 on-ramp). The speed limit should be reduced from the current 70
km/hr down to about 50 - 60 km/hr which is closer to the proposed speed limit for the relocated
northbound Yonge Street to westbound Highway 401 (S-W 401 on-ramp) which will join it with separate
dedicated lanes.
NOTE: The development proposal for 57 Linelle Street (File# 13 124500 NNY 23 OZ) may not proceed
until the results of the Yonge Street / Highway 401 Interchange – Transportation Infrastructure Planning
Study is complete. The MTO has the option to expropriate up to 50 feet width of land for highway
expansion.

Westbound Highway 401 Entrance Widen To Two Lanes
Since the current southbound Yonge Street to westbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-W 401 on-ramp)
becomes a dedicated lane on westbound Highway 401 and the current northbound Yonge Street to
westbound Highway 401 (S-W 401 on-ramp) 270 degree “reverse jug-handle” on-ramp on the east side of
Yonge Street eventually becomes a forced merged onto westbound Highway 401; the westbound
Highway 401 entrance should be widen to two lanes. The left lane would become a dedicated westbound
Highway 401 lane while the right lane would eventually end.

New Lighting System For Yonge Street Underpass Under Highway 401
New lighting systems should be installed in all underpass of the Yonge Street – Highway 401
interchange, especially the 300 feet long Yonge Street underpass under the Highway 401 overpass. The
new lighting systems should be similar to those used at the Dufferin Street underpass north of Queen
Street West in Toronto. These lighting systems ensure the lighting condition in the underpass matches the
lighting system outside so that drivers do not suffer any temporary visibility issues as their eyes adjust to
much darker or brighter lighting conditions.
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The new Dufferin Street underpass with the new lighting system is to the left (notice how lights match
outside brightness in daytime). The old Queen Street West underpass with the old lighting system is to
the right (notice how difficult it is to spot the cars and pedestrians)

PEDESTRIAN INFRASTRUCTURE
Current Pedestrian Sidewalk System at Yonge Street – Highway 401
Interchange
The current sidewalk system at the Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange is incomplete on both side
of Yonge Street. This is probably the only stretch of Yonge Street within the City of Toronto that does
not have a complete pedestrian sidewalk system on both side of Yonge Street.
Along the west side of Yonge Street, pedestrian sidewalk exist north of Lord Seaton Road but does not
exist south of Lord Seaton Road to the point where the eastbound Highway 401 to southbound Yonge
Street off-ramp (W-S 401 off-ramp) meets Yonge Street.
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NOTE: South of Lord Seaton Road, sidewalk only on east side of Yonge Street, none of west side of
Yonge Street. Yonge Street Traffic Management Study: Sheppard Ave to Highway 401 (Project # 4656)
Along the east side of Yonge Street, pedestrian sidewalk exist south of Lord Seaton Road but does not
exist north of Lord Seaton Road to the point where the eastbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge
Street “fly-over-Yonge-then-under-401” off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp) meets Yonge Street. In the Yonge
Street Traffic Management Study: Sheppard Avenue to Highway 401 (Project # 4656), iTRANS
Consulting Inc recommends building a pedestrian sidewalk system along the east side of Yonge Street
where it currently does not exist along with a pedestrian bridge over the northern part of the eastbound
Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street “fly-over-Yonge-then-under-401” off-ramp (W-N 401 offramp) close to Yonge Street.
http://www.toronto.ca/civic-engagement/2009/yonge-street-traffic-sheppard-hwy401-january.htm
The problems with this proposed east side pedestrian sidewalk are:
- The eastern underpass (which currently holds 3 lanes of northbound Yonge Street traffic) of the
Highway 401 overpass only has room for 3 lanes of traffic. It’s simply not wide enough for the
addition of a sidewalk unless its east side wall is dug out which would be prohibitively expensive
(as was done for the Bay West Teamway along the west wall of the Bay Street underpass at
Union Station when the Air Canada Centre was built).
- Pedestrian using this east side sidewalk would need to cross 4 sets of non-signalized crossings at
on-ramps and off-ramps from Lord Seaton Road to the westbound Highway 401 to northbound
Yonge Street (E-N 401 off-ramp); assuming a recommended pedestrian bridge is built over the
northern part of the eastbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street “fly-over-Yonge-thenunder-401” off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp), otherwise it would be 5 sets of non-signalized
crossings at off-ramps and on-ramps that need to be crossed.
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-

None of the current signalized intersection allow north-south pedestrian crossing. Adding
pedestrian crossing would throw off the synchronization of the traffic signals which are currently
optimized for vehicular traffic flow.
Thus, the east side pedestrian sidewalk as recommended by iTRANS Consulting Inc would be
prohibitively expensive and dangerous.
Note, iTRANS Consulting came out with their draft copy of the Yonge Street Traffic Management Study:
Sheppard Avenue to Highway 401 (Project # 4656) in 2009 and their final copy in April 2010. About this
time the Ministry of Transportation of Ontario (MTO) started restoration work on the Highway 401
overpass at Yonge Street and completed in 2012. The MTO and the city of Toronto needs better lines of
communication on projects. The city of Toronto had expressed a desire for sidewalks along the east side
of Yonge Street under the Highway 401 overpass. The MTO decided to keep the centre support
structures between northbound and southbound Yonge Street under the Highway 401 overpass. If the
MTO had eliminated the 10-12 feet wide centre support structures, there would have been enough room
for a bike lane and sidewalks along the east side of Yonge Street or enough room for another lane of
traffic. Immediately to the south, the eastbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street “fly-overYonge-then-under-401” off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp) spans over Yonge Street without using any centre
support structure; showing that an overpass can span this same distance without centre support structures.

Looking north at Yonge Street underpass south of Highway 401. Note: No centre support structure
needed for eastbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp) “fly-overYonge-then-under-401” off-ramp in foreground. Background shows Yonge Street underpass with long
row of centre support columns under Highway 401 overpass.
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Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond With Integrated Pedestrian
Sidewalk System
Riddle: Why did the chicken cross the road? Why did the pedestrian cross Yonge Street? Better yet,
how did the pedestrian legally cross Yonge Street without jaywalking and without using a pedestrian
crossing (signalized intersection or crosswalk)?
Answer: The pedestrian crossed Yonge Street by simply walking on the integrated sidewalk network of
the Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond!
With the Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond solution with the pedestrian sidewalk along the usual
right hand side (relative to the direction of traffic on Yonge Street), an integrated pedestrian sidewalk
network is created that resembles a headless stickman with arms extended upward and legs extended
downward. The stick body, where both arms and both legs meet, represents the new shared centre
sidewalk under the Highway 401 overpass.
Under the Highway 401 overpass, both northbound and southbound traffic will share a common centre
sidewalk. The western underpass currently has a sidewalk along its west wall; this will be relocated to the
east side of the western underpass along the row of columns supporting the Highway 401 overpass and
become the new shared centre sidewalk. The shared centre sidewalk also solves the problem of the
eastern underpass not being wide enough to accommodate a pedestrian sidewalk. The shared centre
sidewalk system is safer since it is away from all the left turn ramps at the inner part of the interchange;
all left turn vehicle-pedestrian conflict points have been eliminated at the inner part of the interchange.
In the north crossover area, the sidewalks of both northbound and southbound traffic will meet at a
common point between northbound and southbound traffic just north of the Highway 401 overpass, where
the north end of the shared centre sidewalk will be. In the south crossover area, the sidewalks of both
northbound and southbound traffic will meet at a common point between northbound and southbound
traffic just south of the Highway 401 overpass, where the south end of the shared centre sidewalk will be.
This Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond “headless stickman” integrated sidewalk network is very
safe for pedestrian since the number of pedestrian crossing at on-ramps and off-ramps are minimized.
Relative to the direction of traffic on Yonge Street, the pedestrian sidewalk are located along the usual
right hand side, while left turn on-ramps and off-ramps (at the inner part of the interchange) usually
utilize the left hand side of the road. Thus, pedestrian never need to cross any of the left turn on-ramps or
off-ramps at the inner part of the interchange. All left-turning vehicle-pedestrian crossing conflict points
have been eliminated. Only the right turn on-ramps and off-ramps at the outer part of the interchange
would have any vehicle-pedestrian crossing conflict points; some of which can be eliminated with gradeseparated pedestrian overpass or underpass crossing.
The following vehicle-pedestrian crossing conflict points should be eliminated with overpass or underpass
crossing (this will greatly benefit the residents of the high density Avondale condo area):
- Westbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street off-ramp (E-N 401 off-ramp) should have
pedestrian underpass at Yonge Street
- Eastbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street “fly-over-Yonge-then-under-401” off-ramp
(W-N 401 off-ramp) should have pedestrian bridge (overpass) east of Yonge Street
The Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange will only have 3 vehicle-pedestrian crossing conflict points:
- Southbound Yonge Street to westbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-W 401 on-ramp)
- Northbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (new S-E 401 on-ramp)
- Eastbound Highway 401 to southbound Yonge Street off-ramp (W-S 401 off-ramp)
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As is currently done, there will be no signalized intersection or crosswalk at the above vehicle-pedestrian
crossing conflict points. It will be the pedestrians’ responsibility to look for an adequate break in traffic
before crossing.

Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond with integrated pedestrian sidewalk system using shared centre
sidewalk at Yonge Street underpass at Highway 401. Green: pedestrian sidewalk from west side of
Yonge Street. Blue: pedestrian sidewalk from east side of Yonge Street. Note: Share centre sidewalk
right down the centre of Yonge Street underpass.
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PRO - Yonge Street – Highway 401 Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond Integrated Sidewalk
Network:
- Complete sidewalk network that’ll service both northbound and southbound pedestrian traffic
from both east and west side of Yonge Street
- Shared centre sidewalk under Highway 401 overpass solves the problem of eastern underpass not
having room for sidewalk
- Pedestrian crossing at on-ramps and off-ramps are minimized down to 3 – all 3 are right turns at
outer part of interchange with better line of sight and less distractions
- Relative to traffic, having pedestrian sidewalk to the right side, is the safest place for pedestrians
at the inner part of interchange where left turn on-ramps and off-ramps are to the left side
- All left turn vehicle-pedestrian crossing conflict points have been eliminated
- Shared centre sidewalk facilitates pedestrian “crossing” Yonge Street safely without any need for
signalized intersection
CON - Yonge Street – Highway 401 Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond Integrated Sidewalk
Network:
- Shared centre sidewalk system is not common
- Pedestrian need to walk up ascending ramps and down descending ramps of overpass – underpass
system (a hybrid overpass – underpass system can minimize the steepness)
A pedestrian only ramp should also be built to link the southern shared centre sidewalk with the current
pedestrian overpass that spans Yonge Street along the eastbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge
Street “fly-over-Yonge-then-under-401” off-ramp. This pedestrian ramp will allow residents of the St.
Andrews community to safely access the integrated sidewalk network along with both northbound and
southbound TTC bus stops that should be located at the southern shared centre sidewalk. Depending on
the volume of pedestrian users, a pedestrian crosswalk can be installed on Lord Seaton Road at the foot of
the pedestrian overpass (about 60 metres east of Yonge Street).
A unique feature of the shared centre sidewalk system - pedestrians originating from both the east and
west side of Yonge Street would converge and use the same shared centre sidewalk when they enter the
Yonge Street Underpass at Highway 401. When they leave the Yonge Street underpass at the other end,
they can return to their original side of Yonge Street or choose the other side of Yonge Street; in effect,
safely crossing Yonge Street without a conventional pedestrian crossing that requires a signalized
intersection. This integrated pedestrian sidewalk system will not only facilitate north-south pedestrian
travel but also east-west pedestrian crossing of Yonge Street without the use of any signalized
intersection. This benefit would work for pedestrians since pedestrian sidewalks are bidirectional.

Versatility Of Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond - Turcot Interchange, again
Montreal’s Turcot interchange consist of crumbling 2 elevated highways, Autoroute Ville Marie (720)
and Autoroute 15, crossing each other with an interchange, all elevated. Since the interchange was built
in the 1960’s above railway land, the entire stack interchange was elevated. Since then, most of the
railway facilities have moved out and residential neighbourhoods have moved into the surrounding area
but not directly under the interchange.
The Turcot interchange now needs a costly rebuild. Instead of rebuilding the Turcot interchange on
ground level and segregating the surrounding neighbourhoods (like how Highway 401 and Don Valley
Parkway-Highway 404 segregate the neighbourhoods in its four quadrants); the solution was to rebuild
the Turcot interchange with a different design but still entirely elevated so that the neighbourhoods in its
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four quadrants can still have relatively easy access to each other, originally budgeted at 1.5 billion dollars
in 2007. Needless to say, this Turcot interchange project is delayed until 2020 and way over budget with
current estimated cost at about 3.7 Billion dollars.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turcot_Interchange
http://montreal.ctvnews.ca/turcot-interchange-construction-delayed-for-two-more-years-1.1210163
http://www.bape.gouv.qc.ca/sections/mandats/Complexe_Turcot/documents/PR3.4.1.pdf
As shown previously, the Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond solution is inexpensive since it only
requires a total of 4 short one-level high overpass structures. Also shown, Double Basketweave
Crossover Diamond is entirely free-flowing without any signalized intersection causing stop-and-go
traffic; it could be implemented for highway-to-highway interchange solution. Since the integrated
pedestrian sidewalk system connects all four quadrants, if the pedestrian sidewalks were replaced by
actual local roads with their own on-road bike lanes and pedestrian sidewalks; the neighbourhoods in all
four quadrants of this highway-to-highway interchange would be connected to each other through the
inner part of the interchange. These local roads would need 4 underpasses to cross the 4 right turn ramps
at the outer part of the interchange. Local road underpasses are likely the cheaper alternative since local
roads require underpass with lower height clearance than the height clearance required for overpass over
highway ramps. Also, as shown previously, the current Turcot interchange area already has 2 sets of
basketweave crossovers and almost 4 km of left-hand side of the road driving highway.

CYCLING INFRASTRUCTURE
Integrated On-Road Cycling Infrastructure
With the Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange being so close to the high density North York Centre
area, pedestrian sidewalk and cycling infrastructure must be paramount at this interchange.
The Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond with on-road bike lane and sidewalks to the right (relative
to traffic direction) results in an integrated pedestrian sidewalk system bringing pedestrian traffic from
both the east and west side of Yonge Street to a shared centre pedestrian sidewalk under the Highway 401
overpass. This integrated pedestrian sidewalk system will not only facilitate north-south pedestrian travel
but also east-west pedestrian crossing of Yonge Street without the use of any signalized intersection.
Unfortunately, it would not work for cyclist since on-road bike lanes are unidirectional and thus, cyclist
must return back to their original side of Yonge Street when on-road bike lane system is integrated with
this shared centre sidewalk system.
The on-road bike lane system will mirror the integrated pedestrian sidewalk network, and have a shared
centre bike lane under the Yonge Street underpass. To enable both bike lanes and pedestrian sidewalk in
the Yonge Street underpass without sacrificing any vehicular traffic lanes, the shared centre pedestrian
sidewalk will be elevated along the east side of the western underpass and the shared centre bike lane will
be directly underneath in a trench system to give it adequate height clearance.
The original solution can be found at the West Lansing Homeowners Association website:
http://www.westlansing.ca/Resources/Forms/Documents/401-Double-cross-over-Diamond-conceptExecutive-Su.aspx
http://www.westlansing.ca/Development-Updates/Traffic-Updates.aspx#crossover
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An image of Atlanta Beltline with an elevated pedestrian walkway and multi-use trail below – all within
the confines of an underpass.
http://blogs.scientificamerican.com/plugged-in/2011/08/12/rail-to-trail-revitalization/
On-Road Bike Lanes NOT Possible At Yonge Street – Highway 401 Interchange
The main reason for grade separated bike lane and pedestrian sidewalk at the Yonge Street underpass is to
fit both within the approximately 6 feet width available at the Yonge Street underpass and to limit the
city’s liability since bike riding is prohibited on city sidewalk in the city of Toronto. Unfortunately, the
elevated pedestrian sidewalk concept does not meet city’s standards, thus on-road bike lanes will not be
possible at the Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange.

Off-Road Multi-Use Trail Network
A more scenic off-road multi-use trail can be built just west of Yonge Street and cross Highway 401 at
the upper part of the Don Valley West just under Highway 401 Hogg’s Hollow Bridge where an existing
MTO service road underpass already exist. This is part of the proposed ByPass Multi-Use Trail Network
that utilizes the lower truss deck of Highway 401 Hogg’s Hollow truss bridges and the connected MTO
underpasses at both sides of the Don Valley West to form ridge to ridge connections; connecting
communities (North York Centre, St.Andrew’s, Armour Height and Midtown) that have been segregated
by Highway 401 and the Don Valley West. The ByPass Multi-Use Trail Network will also go down to
the bottom of the valley to connect to the existing multi-use trail system in Earl Bales Park and use
existing underutilized service roads just west of Yonge Street to connect to office complex and York
Mills Subway station.
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Entrance to MTO service road underpass under Highway 401 Hogg’s Hollow Bridge

Huge underpass structure with about 20-25 feet height clearance and 20 feet wide dirt road that can be
widen to 50 feet by excavating side of valley. That’s enough for 5 lanes of traffic!

Clear separate grade path from one side of Highway 401 to the other! And there’s another similar
underpass at the other side of the valley
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Proposed ByPass Multi-Use Trail Network superimposed onto Google Earth image: Blue line: multi-use
trail connections along on ridge; Orange line: multi-use trail connection from ridge to valley bottom.
Contact this author or yonge@cycleto.ca for more information on ByPass Multi-Use Trail Network.
With the Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond solution at the Yonge Street – Highway 401
interchange, a pedestrian ramp structure could link the southern shared centre sidewalk to the current
pedestrian overpass spanning Yonge Street at Lord Seaton Road to serve the St. Andrews community. If
it’s converted to multi-use trail then the multi-use trail system could reach as far east as the proposed
roundabout, where network of on-road bike lanes can extend to existing cycling infrastructure at Bayview
& York Mills Road which already connects to the trail system in Sunnybrooke park and the Don Valley.
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Pink line shows possible off-road multi-use trail at Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange reaching as
far east as proposed roundabout.
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PUBLIC TRANSIT
TTC Bus
The Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange is currently only serviced by 2 TTC bus stops:
- Southbound 97 Yonge bus stop at west side of Yonge Street and Lord Seaton Road using
dedicated bus turnout
- Northbound 97 Yonge bus stop at east side of Yonge Street and Lord Seaton Road using right
turn lane
The Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange will only have 3 vehicle-pedestrian crossing conflict points:
- Southbound Yonge Street to westbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-W 401 on-ramp)
- Northbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (new S-E 401 on-ramp)
- Eastbound Highway 401 to southbound Yonge Street off-ramp (W-S 401 off-ramp)
With the Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond solution, these two TTC bus stops will be relocated to
the shared centre sidewalk at Yonge Street and Lord Seaton Road. The bus turnout for northbound TTC
bus 97 should be south of the bus turnout for southbound TTC bus 97, so that these buses can stop
basically head to head; allowing these two bus stops to share common bus stop facilities like one bus
shelter and one waste-recycle bin.
The TTC 97* Yonge bus route is a segmented bus route with various versions with different terminus.
- 97 Yonge – Davisville Station To Steeles
- 97A Yonge – Davisville Station To York Mills Station
- 97B Yonge – Queens Quay To Steeles
- 97C Yonge – St. Clair Station To Steeles
- 97D Yonge – St. Clair Station To York Mills
- 320 Blue Night - Yonge Street – Queens Quay to Steeles
http://www3.ttc.ca/Routes/97/Northbound.jsp
http://www3.ttc.ca/Routes/97/Southbound.jsp
Currently the TTC 97* bus services Yonge Street in North York Centre at 30 minutes interval throughout
the day. Would a version of 97 Yonge bus be possible running from Steeles Avenue to Highway 401 if
there were a convenient U-turn at Lord Seaton Road in the St. Andrews community. The U-turn would
consist of:
- Southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 off-ramp (N-E 401 off-ramp) taking the
Lord Seaton Road eastbound exit.
- Using the new roundabout to do a U-turn to Lord Seaton Road westbound
- Westbound Lord Seaton Road to northbound Yonge Street using free-flowing Michigan right turn
The TTC bus may use the new roundabout on Lord Seaton Road which could contain a bus stop. This
would also be close to the TTC bus route 78 St. Andrews bus stops at Lord Seaton Road and Upper
Canada Drive.
In a few years with the completion of the North York Service Ring Roads (mainly Beecroft Road & Doris
Avenue extending north of Finch Avenue and south to Poyntz Avenue, Andale Drive and Avondale
Avenue); the TTC is considering a new bus route along the North York Service Ring Roads. The above
mentioned U-Turn for southbound Yonge Street traffic transferring to northbound Yonge Street traffic
along with a bus stop at the new roundabout on Lord Seaton Road would provide a convenient terminus
for this bus route.
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CONSTRUCTION DETOURS
Phase 1
Construction at highway interchanges usually faces many challenges due to the lack of adequate detours
since the highway itself act as a barrier with openings for arterial roads every few kilometres away.
Detouring to utilize another congested interchanges is not a viable option.
Often construction staging for overpass or underpass structures involves closing half the roadway
lengthwise for the construction, while restricted traffic still flows on the other half of the roadway. Once
the first phase of the construction is completed, restricted traffic switch over to flow on the newly
completed half while construction is done on the remaining half. Once both half has been constructed,
traffic flows on both.
The challenge of building basketweave crossovers on active roadways with live traffic is that the overpass
(and underpass) goes diagonally along the roadway, blocking the roadway width-wise and once complete
cause traffic to drive on the other side of the road. The best option is to build a detour road around each
overpass structure that’s being constructed. Fortunately, there will be a series of existing and new onramps and off-ramps that could be utilized as detour roadways near each overpass structure. Even though
these ramps are usually for one lane of traffic, they are often about 22-25 feet wide which can easily
accommodate 2 lanes of traffic (10 feet width per lane).
Construction will be divided into two phases. The first phase of construction will focus on ensuring the
detour roadways are built; most of which will utilize existing and new on-ramps, off-ramps and shift of
existing roadways. The second phase of construction will focus on building the overpass (and underpass)
structures of the basketweave crossovers.
Construction of northern basketweave crossover in phase 1 will focus on:
- Building new semi-circular northbound Yonge Street to westbound Highway 401 on-ramp (S-W
401 on-ramp)
- Shifting over the existing southbound Yonge Street to westbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-W
401 on-ramp)
- Building connectors with signalized intersection between existing northbound Yonge Street to
westbound Highway 401 on-ramp (S-W 401 on-ramp) and westbound Highway 401 to
northbound Yonge Street off-ramp (E-N 401 off-ramp)
- Extending the current westbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street off-ramp (E-N 401
off-ramp) northward along the east side of Yonge Street to be used as a construction detour road
Existing travel pattern will not be impacted by any of the above.
Construction of southern basketweave crossover in phase 1 will focus on:
- Building new northbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (S-E 401 on-ramp)
and beside it, the at grade westbound Lord Seaton Road to northbound Yonge Street free-flowing
Michigan right turn lane
- Shifting over the existing 2 lane southbound Yonge Street to the west and eventually joining the
eastbound Highway 401 to southbound Yonge Street off-ramp (W-S 401 off-ramp)
- Building Lord Seaton Road roundabout and new roadways near roundabout
- Building the new southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-E 401 onramp) including underpass under the eastbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street “flyover-Yonge-then-under-401” off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp). This would likely be done with
traditionally construction staging and reducing the overpass from 2 lanes to 1 lane of traffic.
Most existing travel pattern will not be impacted by any of the above.
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Detour road system to build Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond at Yonge Street – Highway 401
interchange. Note: detour road for northbound Yonge Street near northern basketweave crossover will
utilize existing westbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street off-ramp (E-N 401 off-ramp) as
much as possible.
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Detour road system for northern basketweave crossover to build Double Basketweave Crossover
Diamond at Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange. Near northern basketweave crossover, detour road
for southbound Yonge Street should be 3 lanes wide and detour road for northbound Yonge Street should
be 2 lanes wide. Note: Westbound Highway 401 to southbound Yonge Street off-ramp (E-S 401 offramp) left turn will have to turn right first followed by U-turn (Michigan left turn) to go south on Yonge
Street.
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Southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 (Lord Seaton Road) on-ramp (N-E 401 on-ramp)
with dedicated left turn lane on Yonge Street causes southbound Yonge Street to be reduced to 2 lanes
south of Lord Seaton Road. Near southern basketweave crossover, detour road for southbound Yonge
Street should be 2 lanes wide and detour road for northbound Yonge Street should be 2 lanes wide. In
addition, for the northbound Yonge Street detour road, a new connection from eastbound Lord Seaton
Road to the existing eastbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street “fly-over-Yonge-then-under401” off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp) would provide some more capacity to bypass the northern part of the
interchange.
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Near southern basketweave crossover, northbound Yonge Street detour road will be reduced to lanes; it
might be possible to have 3 lanes if pedestrian sidewalk is not built until after the southern basketweave
crossover is complete. While the west side of Yonge Street south of Highway 401 does not have a
pedestrian sidewalk, there is an underutilized service road that runs just west of the eastbound Highway
401 to southbound Yonge Street off-ramp (W-S 401 off-ramp). Building a few connections that can also
be repurposed for the proposed ByPass Multi-use Trail network will link this service road to the existing
pedestrian overpass beside the Yonge Street overpass of the eastbound Highway 401 to northbound
Yonge Street “fly-over-Yonge-then-under-401” off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp); which leads to Lord
Seaton Road in St.Andrew’s community.

Phase 2
Phase 2 construction involves building the basketweave crossovers. At the northern basketweave
crossover, the detour roads allow enough width to allow below grade (sunken) underpass to also be built;
this would allow a shorter overpass structure in both overall height and length. At the southern
basketweave crossover, the detour roads are so close to the overpass structure that there is little room to
build a below grade (sunken) underpass.
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Alternative Detour Roads
The above is likely the least expensive detour road system since it repurpose many existing and new onramps and off-ramps and minimizes the amount of the new roadway required. It also uses the existing
Yonge Street underpasses at Highway 401. There are other underpasses in the area.

Note: Older version - ignore clockwise roundabout on Lord Seaton Road
By building the proposed link road there will be a northbound Yonge Street detour as follow:
- Northbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (S-E 401 on-ramp)
- The new link road
- Eastbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street “fly-over-Yonge-then-under-401” off-ramp
(W-N 401 off-ramp)
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A southbound Yonge Street detour would involve the following:
- Southbound Yonge Street to westbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-W 401 on-ramp)
- The current MTO/TTC/Toronto Hydro service road to the bottom of the West Don Valley (where
it currently ends in a cul-de-sac at the TTC’s Yonge Subway MacDonald Cartier Freeway
Emergency Exit)
- A new north-south roadway through the eastern part of the practice fairway just east of the
fairway for the first hole
- The new north-south roadway would follow the path of the current eastern service roads of the
City of Toronto’s Don Valley Golf Course and rejoin southbound Yonge Street just east of the
clubhouse
Once construction is finished, and the southbound Yonge Street detour is no longer required, the northern
part along the current MTO/TTC/Toronto Hydro service road can serve as part of the proposed ByPass
Multi-Use Trail network.
The new north-south roadway through the eastern part of the practice fairway and along the current
eastern service roads with the current driveway into the parking lot of the Don Valley Golf Course can
serve as the new MTO/TTC/Toronto Hydro service road. And the current MTO/TTC/ Toronto Hydro
service road would be deprecated. The new MTO/TTC/ Toronto Hydro service road would be a much
better choice since one end leads directly to the TTC’s Yonge Subway MacDonald Cartier Freeway
Emergency Exit and the other end leads to William Carson Crescent and Yonge Street, where there is
already a City of Toronto Fire Station on William Carson Crescent.

The existing spacious MTO service road underpass (about 140 metres west of Yonge Street) along the
east side of the valley just under the Highway 401 Hogg’s Hollow bridge could function as a Fly-UNDER
for the southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-E 401 on-ramp). Contact author
for southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 Fly-UNDER proposal. A temporary southbound
Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 Fly-UNDER would still require smaller girder for the eastbound
Highway 401 girder bridge (to allow better height clearance) and likely a lane closure on eastbound
Highway 401 collector to make room for merge lane instead of widening overpass over Yonge Street.
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This alternative focuses on other existing underpass structures in the Yonge Street – Highway 401 area.
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A 2 lane detour road for northbound Yonge Street could utilize the existing eastbound Highway 401 to
southbound Yonge Street off-ramp (W-S 401 off-ramp) which would connect to the existing eastbound
Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street “fly-over-Yonge-then-under-401” off-ramp (W-N 401 offramp). The northbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (S-E 401 on-ramp) would then
utilize a connector road to use the on-ramp. The northbound Yonge Street to westbound Highway 401
on-ramp (S-W 401 on-ramp) would utilize a U-turn near the north end of the interchange to follow
southbound Yonge Street to westbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-W 401 on-ramp) traffic.
With northbound Yonge Street utilizing the existing eastbound Highway 401 to southbound Yonge Street
off-ramp (W-S 401 off-ramp), the detour road for eastbound Highway 401 to southbound Yonge Street
off-ramp (W-S 401 off-ramp) could utilize the existing service road between the radio tower and Don
Valley Golf Course clubhouse; additional roadway will be needed but can be repurposed for the proposed
ByPass Multi-Use Trail network. It might also be possible to build a detour Highway 401 to southbound
Yonge Street off-ramp (W-S 401 off-ramp) on the grassy area between the eastbound Highway 401
collector lanes and the existing eastbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street “fly-over-Yongethen-under-401” off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp) just west of Yonge Street.

COST
Funding Issues

The southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 (N-E 401 on-ramp) left-turn flyover ramp. See
Appendix for more information.
http://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2013/pw/bgrd/backgroundfile-62308.pdf
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The concept of a southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 (N-E 401 on-ramp) left-turn
FlyOver ramp solution has been floating around since the mid-1980’s from the city of North York with an
original cost estimate of about $15 million. In the late-1990’s it was estimated to cost about $25 million.
In 2010, when the Yonge Street Traffic Management Study completed, the estimated cost of this FlyOver
ramp was $35 million (the then Minister of Transportation Kathleen Wynne agree to split cost 50/50 with
city). Recently MTO engineers have estimated the total cost to be about $50 million. The $25 million
budgeted by the city of Toronto for a Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange solution seems to just
cover the city’s share after an expected 50/50 cost-sharing from the Province.
The issue is the Province have not committed to a 50/50 cost-sharing for this project yet. The province is
currently waiting until the completion of the current Environmental Assessment (Yonge Street / Highway
401 Transportation Infrastructure Planning Study), expected in March 2014. The Province has stated if
the recommended solution does not solve the MTO issue of severe congestion on westbound Highway
401 at Yonge Street (which often backs up to Bayview-401 and Leslie-401 exits), the Province will not
fund it since it will see the solution as only solving city issues and as such would not be entitled to
Provincial funding.
In addition, once the current environmental assessment is completed, the Province would like another
more complete environmental assessment done. Currently, the Province has not committed to funding its
50/50 cost-share of the next environmental assessment that it’s requesting upon completion of the current
environmental assessment.
The southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 (N-E 401 on-ramp) left turn FlyOver ramp
would only solve the city problem of gridlock in the south North York Centre. The FlyOver ramp would
not solve the MTO issue of congestion on westbound Highway 401 at Yonge Street and thus would not
likely get any further funding from the Province.
The Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond interchange solution would solve multiple issues at the
Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange; including the city’s issues of southbound Yonge Street to
eastbound Highway 401 (N-E 401 on-ramp) left turn causing gridlock in south North York Centre area
and the MTO issue of severe congestion on westbound Highway 401 at Yonge Street (which often backs
up to Bayview-401 and Leslie-401 exits). Thus, this project is more likely to get funding from the
Province in a 50/50 cost-sharing with the city.

Cost Estimate For Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond & Roundabout
To get a cost estimate for the Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond with roundabout at Lord Seaton
Road, an examination of the current cost estimates for various Alternatives in the Yonge Street / Highway
401 Transportation Infrastructure Planning Study will be conducted. The strategy is to simply find an
Alternative solution in that study that most resembles the Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond and
then subtract amounts for components not needed and add amounts for components required.
http://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2013/pw/bgrd/backgroundfile-62308.pdf
Since all cost estimates in the Yonge Street / Highway 401 Transportation Infrastructure Planning Study
are the estimated cost to the city assuming the Province participates in a 50/50 cost-sharing, these city’s
cost estimates will be doubled to get the more accurate total cost estimate.
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Note: All cost estimates in the Yonge Street / Highway 401 Transportation Infrastructure Planning Study
are the cost to the city assuming the Province participates in a 50/50 cost-sharing. The current $23.3
million cost estimate from the city’s Transportation Infrastructure Management for the southbound Yonge
Street to eastbound Highway 401 (N-E 401 on-ramp) left turn FlyOver ramp solution only covers the
city’s cost after 50/50 cost-sharing with the Province; thus total cost estimate for Fly-Over solution is
$46.6 million.
http://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2013/pw/bgrd/backgroundfile-62308.pdf
The Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond interchange solution most resembles Alternative# 4B:
Diverging Diamond Concept B of the Yonge Street / Highway 401 Transportation Infrastructure Planning
Study, which has a city’s cost estimate of $9.0 million (after 50/50 cost-sharing with Province); thus a
total cost estimate of $18 million. This solution includes a widening of the Yonge Street underpass at the
existing overpass for the eastbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street “fly-over-Yonge-thenunder-401” off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp), which would require a partial rebuild of this overpass at say $5
million. Since this widening of the Yonge Street underpass is not require for the Double Basketweave
Crossover Diamond, the $5 million cost would be deleted from our cost estimate.
The above $5 million cost estimate is being low-balled for the following reason: The main difference
between Alternative# 4A: Diverging Diamond Concept A (city’s cost estimate of $8.0 million and thus
total cost estimate of $18.0 million) and Alternative# 4B: Diverging Diamond Concept B (city’s cost
estimate of $9.0 million and thus total cost estimate of $18.0 million) is that Alternative# 4B: Diverging
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Diamond Concept B includes a segregated southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp
(N-E 401 on-ramp) that requires an its own underpass just east of Yonge Street underpass at the existing
overpass for the eastbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street “fly-over-Yonge-then-under-401”
off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp); thus for these components (underpass and segregated on-ramp) would cost
$1.0 million in city’s cost estimates and thus $2.0 million in total costs. It’s likely the lower cost for these
components is based on this work being done in conjunction with the partial rebuild of the existing
overpass for the eastbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street “fly-over-Yonge-then-under-401”
off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp) at the Yonge Street underpass; since this is now not the case, revised cost
estimates for these components (underpass and segregated on-ramp) are likely closer to $2.0 million in
city’s cost estimates and thus $4.0 million in total costs.

Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond at Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange. Displayed in
blue are capacity results of right turn, left turn and straight through manoeuvre through interchange.
Green comments for capacity increases over current condition. No lost of capacity anywhere!
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Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection Crossovers (aka Alternative# 4B: Diverging
Diamond Concept B) at Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange. Capacity for AM Peak Hour with
70% green for southbound Yonge Street traffic and 30% for northbound. Displayed in blue are capacity
results of right turn, left turn and straight through manoeuvre through interchange. Green comments for
capacity increases over current condition. Red comments for capacity lost compared to current condition.
Displayed in orange are percentage green for northbound and southbound traffic at Northern Signalized
Intersection (NSI) and Southern Signalized Intersection (SSI). Alternative #4A: Diverging Diamond
Concept A and Alternative #4B: Diverging Diamond Concept B will both have similar capacity results.
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The Yonge Street / Highway 401 Transportation Infrastructure Planning Study also include Alternative
3B: Roundabout at EB On Ramp / Lord Seaton Road with a city cost estimate of $3.9 million (after 50/50
cost sharing with Province); thus a total cost estimate of $7.8 million. This proposed roundabout
resembles the Lord Seaton Road roundabout proposed as part of the Double Basketweave Crossover
Diamond. Thus, the cost estimate for the Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond with roundabout
would increase by $7.8 million.
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$18 million (Alternative# 4B: Diverging Diamond Concept B)
-$5million (widening of Yonge Street underpass as per Alternative# 4B not needed)
+$7.8 million (roundabout on Lord Seaton Road)
----------------$20.8 million Subtotal without overpasses for basketweave crossovers

Assuming the basketweave crossovers are built without below grade (sunken) underpasses, the cost of a 4
lane overpass in urban setting is generally about $6 million to $10 million.
http://www.infrastructurecost.com/C30_Bridge___Overpass_Master_Estimate.swf
http://www.th.gov.bc.ca/publications/const_maint/2013_CostGuide.pdf
http://lailayuile.files.wordpress.com/2010/11/cost_guide_may5-2010.pdf
http://www.th.gov.bc.ca/publications/const_maint/Cost_Guide_June2007.pdf
The estimated total cost of the overpass structure for the southern basketweave crossover including detour
roadways during construction would be at about $10 million.
At the northern basketweave crossover, the overpass structure includes overpass structures that branches
off the main overpass structure; these overpass structure branches are for the westbound Highway 401 to
southbound Yonge Street off-ramp (E-S 401 off-ramp) and westbound Highway 401 to northbound
Yonge Street off-ramp (E-N 401 off-ramp). The estimated total cost of the more complicated overpass
structure for the northern basketweave crossover including detour roadways during construction would be
at about $15 million.
$20.8 million
+$10 million
+$15 million
----------------$45.8 million

Subtotal without overpasses for basketweave crossovers
(overpasses structure for southern basketweave crossover)
(overpasses structure for northern basketweave crossover)
Total cost estimate

$45.8 million Total cost estimate
÷2
50/50 cost-sharing
----------------$22.9 million city’s cost estimate assuming a 50/50 cost-sharing with Province
The total cost estimates for the southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 (N-E 401 on-ramp)
left turn FlyOver ramp ($46.6 million) and the Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond with Lord
Seaton Road roundabout ($45.8 million) are basically the same. The FlyOver solution only solves one
city issue and won’t likely get Provincial funding. Since the $46.6 million estimated cost is way beyond
the city’s budget of $25 million, the city cannot afford to undertake this project alone.
A rough total cost estimates for the southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 (N-E 401 onramp) left turn Fly-UNDER ramp is about $10 million. This Fly-UNDER solution only solves one city
issue and won’t likely get Provincial funding; but the $10 million total cost estimate is well within the
city’s budget of $25 million, so the city can afford to undertake this project alone. See “Alternative
Detour Roads” on page 92 or contact the author for more information on the Fly-UNDER.
The Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond with roundabout solves multiple issues including the
MTO’s congestion on westbound Highway 401 collector lanes exit at Yonge Street backing up to
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Bayview and beyond; thus it offers more bang for the buck and will likely get Provincial funding in a
50/50 cost-sharing. Since the $45.8 million estimated cost is within the city’s budget of $25 million if the
Province agrees to a 50/50 cost-sharing, the Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond with Lord Seaton
Road roundabout is a do-able and affordable project for the city.

FlyOver VS Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond & Roundabout Cost
To eliminate the inefficient signalized intersection needed to control the southbound Yonge Street to
eastbound Highway 401 left-turn at Lord Seaton Road; a FlyOver is proposed. The basic requirements of
a free-flowing southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 (N-E 401 on-ramp) left-turn FlyOver
ramp are:
- Allow traffic from southbound Yonge Street to cross northbound Yonge Street traffic at separate
grade (i.e. flyover overpass or fly-under underpass structure)
- Proceed with a left turn manoeuvre
Since there’s not enough space at that intersection to create a FlyOver, using conventional highway
interchange design, the FlyOver must start further upstream. As a result, the proposed southbound Yonge
Street to eastbound Highway 401 (N-E 401 on-ramp) left-turn FlyOver ramp is 3 level high, about 600700 metres long and must flyover all lanes of Highway 401 and the eastbound Highway 401 to
northbound Yonge Street “fly-over-Yonge-then-under-401” off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp); now it needs
highway height clearance which is much higher than that for local roads. But nowhere in the original
criteria does it state the FlyOver needs to flyover Highway 401! So why does the FlyOver fly over the
entire Highway 401???
Construction will require systematic closure of each section of Highway 401 (the busiest highway in
North America) as construction occurs above. This opportunity cost in lost productivity borne by the
600,000 users of Highway 401, at Yonge Street, is not included in any cost estimates. Note: 400,000
vehicles use Highway 401 at Yonge Street each day; each vehicle average about 1.5 people per vehicle
for a total of 600,000 people.
The big ticket cost items of highway construction projects are separate grade structures like overpasses
and underpasses. The proposed southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 (N-E 401 on-ramp)
left-turn FlyOver ramp will be huge at 3 levels high, about 600-700 metres long and has a total cost
estimate of $46.6 million.
In comparison, the main components of the Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond and roundabout
with total cost estimates of $45.8 million are the two overpasses structures required for the basketweave
crossovers and one underpass. The overpass structures are each about 250 metres long and only 1 level
high. The northern basketweave crossover requires an overpass structure with smaller overpasses that
branches off to support the westbound Highway 401 to southbound Yonge Street off-ramp (E-S 401 offramp) and westbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street off-ramp (E-N 401 off-ramp). In
addition, there’s the underpass required for the segregated southbound Yonge Street to eastbound
Highway 401 on-ramp (N-E 401 on-ramp) as it goes under the eastbound Highway 401 to northbound
Yonge Street “fly-over-Yonge-then-under-401” off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp) just east of Yonge Street.
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SAFETY AND USER FRIENDLINESS
Throughout the entire Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond and the Lord Seaton Road roundabout:
- All vehicle-vehicle crossing type conflict point (high impact head-on or T-bone crashes) have
been eliminated
- All vehicle-vehicle merging and diverging type conflict points (minor lane change type fender
benders) have been minimized in number
- To make right turn, stay in right lane. To make left turn, stay in left lane. (The only exception is
westbound Lord Seaton Road to northbound Yonge Street which requires free-flowing Michigan
right turn via first left followed by U-turn.)
- Roundabout keep u-turns within the interchange instead of having u-turn traffic spew out to
surrounding neighbourhoods.
- Shared centre pedestrian sidewalk network allows pedestrians to safely cross Yonge Street
without signalized intersections
- Pedestrian-vehicle conflict points are restricted to the one-lane right turns on-ramp & off-ramps at
outer part of interchange.

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS
Thus far, there have been no formal studies on the long term environmental benefits of the Double
Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection Crossovers. Since this proposed Double Basketweave
Crossover Diamond solution along with its original Double Crossover Diamond With Overpass –
Underpass Crossovers Without Weaving and Double Crossover Diamond With Overpass – Underpass
solutions does not currently exist anywhere in the world, no environmental studies can be found on these
highway interchange configurations. Clearly any highway interchange configuration that eliminates
traffic gridlocks, significantly reduce idling vehicles and minimize the amount of vehicular emissions is
an environmentally friendly solution.

All versions of Double Crossover Diamond including Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond should
be environmentally friendly.
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“This illustration was done for the Talk of the Town section in 417 Magazine. The article, Efficient
Roads, covered a new interchange that was being referred to as one of the most powerful and greenest
innovations of 2009. The interchange, called a diverging diamond, was the first of its kind in the United
States. The new overpass leads drivers on a path that—while it is quick and easy once you get the hang of
it—sends them driving on the left side of the road, a first for most American motorists. The diverging
diamond allows more than twice as many left turns per hour than most interchanges—a total of about 600
turns. Nice work Springfield, keep on, keepin' it green.”
http://www.rawtoastdesign.com/illustration/417_diverging-diamond/index.htm
http://www.coroflot.com/freelanceillustrator/Editorial-Illustrations/10

CONCLUSION
Does the Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond interchange solution solve the key issues with the
Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange as mentioned in the Introduction, as follow:
The main source of major gridlock problems in the south North York Centre area are two left turns at the
Yonge Street - Highway 401 interchange. Since both of these two left turns cross oncoming traffic, they
requires signalized (traffic light) intersection and a long left turn “waiting” lane to hold their extremely
long queue. The two problematic left turns are:
- -1- Southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 (via Lord Seaton) (N-E 401 on-ramp)
left turn with signalized intersection causes an extremely long queue during AM rush which
causes gridlock traffic throughout the south North York Centre area (Yonge Street Area Traffic
Management Study - City of Toronto / iTRANS Project # 4656 (YSTMS #4656)).
- SOLVED: With the Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond solution, this southbound Yonge
Street to eastbound Highway 401 (via Lord Seaton) (N-E 401 on-ramp) left turn becomes freeflowing and increases capacity by quadruple current capacity. Furthermore, the Double
Basketweave Crossover Diamond is the only solution where all current free-flowing ramps
remain free-flowing and all other ramp and straight through traffic on Yonge Street becomes
free-flowing increasing capacity by 50% more, double, triple or quadruple current capacity; there
is no loss in capacity anywhere. See "Capacity At Yonge Street – Highway 401 Interchange
Using Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond" on page 46.
-

-

-2- Westbound Highway 401 to southbound Yonge Street (E-S 401 off-ramp) left turn with
signalized intersection causes long queue along Highway 401 westbound at Yonge resulting in
traffic congesting on the Highway 401 westbound collector lanes (Yonge-401 interchange MTO / iTRANS Project # 2671); often backing up traffic to Bayview and Leslie exits.
SOLVED: With the Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond solution, this westbound Highway
401 to southbound Yonge Street (E-S 401 off-ramp) left turn becomes free-flowing and increases
capacity by triple current capacity. Furthermore, the Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond
is the only solution where all current free-flowing ramps remain free-flowing and all other ramp
and straight through traffic on Yonge Street becomes free-flowing increasing capacity by 50%
more, double, triple or quadruple current capacity; there is no loss in capacity anywhere. See
"Capacity At Yonge Street – Highway 401 Interchange Using Double Basketweave Crossover
Diamond" on page 46.

Compounding the Westbound Highway 401 to southbound Yonge Street (E-S 401 off-ramp) left turn
problem are:
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-

-

-3- Westbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street (E-N 401 off-ramp) channelized right
forced merge (without dedicated lane on Yonge Street) causes long queue along Highway 401
westbound at Yonge resulting in traffic congesting on the Highway 401 westbound collector
lanes (Yonge-401 interchange - MTO / iTRANS Project # 2671); often backing up traffic to
Bayview and Leslie exits.
SOLVED: With the Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond solution, this westbound Highway
401 to northbound Yonge Street (E-N 401 off-ramp) former channelized right forced merge gets
dedicated lane on Yonge Street thus becomes free-flowing and increases capacity by triple
current capacity. Furthermore, the Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond is the only solution
where all current free-flowing ramps remain free-flowing and all other ramp and straight through
traffic on Yonge Street becomes free-flowing increasing capacity by 50% more, double, triple or
quadruple current capacity; there is no loss in capacity anywhere. See "Capacity At Yonge Street
– Highway 401 Interchange Using Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond" on page 46.

The St.Andrew’s Community in south-east quadrant of Yonge-401 interchange should have full access in
and out between their community and the interchange. Currently:
- -4- Lord Seaton Road and Yonge Street intersection is built as typical local road not as a highway
on-ramp which is it’s most common function to most users
- SOLVED: With the Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond solution, the signalized
intersection at Yonge Street and Lord Seaton Road will be eliminated. Both of the following onramps utilizing the Yonge Street and Lord Seaton Road intersection will be rebuilt free-flowing to
MTO specifications for highway on-ramps:
- Southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-E 401 on-ramp)
- Northbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (S-E 401 on-ramp) to Lord
Seaton Road roundabout
- Both of the following free-flowing westbound Lord Seaton Road exits utilizing the Yonge Street
and Lord Seaton Road intersection will also be rebuilt:
- Westbound Lord Seaton Road to southbound Yonge Street
- Westbound Lord Seaton Road to northbound Yonge Street using free-flowing Michigan right
turn
See “Lord Seaton Road Roundabout And St.Andrew’s Community” on page 54.
-

-

-5- Long stream of Yonge Street to eastbound 401 on-ramp traffic causes long queue on
westbound Lord Seaton Road for St.Andrew’s residents leaving their community
SOLVED: By building a new MTO specification on-ramp for the southbound Yonge Street to
eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-E 401 on-ramp) with high service volume (which will
continue to increase since one new condominium towers open about every 3 months in North
York Centre area), the westbound Lord Seaton Road traffic out of St.Andrew’s community will
only have to deal with the lighter traffic volume northbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway
401 on-ramp (S-E 401 on-ramp); which will be less than half the traffic volume they currently
face. With Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond solution, the segregated southbound Yonge
Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-E 401 on-ramp) should quadruple current capacity.
In addition, the westbound Lord Seaton Road traffic will no longer face a high impact crossing
type conflict point with Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N/S-E 401 on-ramp)
traffic. The conflict point has been minimized to the less serious merging – diverging type
conflict points at the new roundabout. See “Segregate High Volume Southbound Yonge Street
To Eastbound Highway 401 On-Ramp” on page 55.
-6- Lord Seaton Road to Southbound Yonge Street left turn was eliminated in favour of more
efficient 2 phase signalized intersection
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SOLVED: With Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond solution, the St.Andrew’s community
will benefit from full access out of their community via Lord Seaton Road; they will regain the
westbound Lord Seaton Road to southbound Yonge Street via overpass at southern basketweave
crossover. They will also have access to:
- Westbound Lord Seaton Road to eastbound Highway 401 as they do now.
- Westbound Lord Seaton Road to northbound Yonge Street using free-flowing Michigan right
turn
- Westbound Lord Seaton Road to northbound Yonge Street will also give them access to
westbound Highway 401
See “Westbound Lord Seaton Road To Northbound Yonge Street & Westbound Highway 401”
on page 61.

-

-7- Eastbound Highway 401 does not currently have an efficient and direct exit to serve St.
Andrew community
SOLVED: With Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond solution, part of the eastbound
Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street “fly-over-Yonge-then-under-401” off-ramp (W-N 401
off-ramp) just east of its Yonge Street overpass will need to be rebuilt anyways to make room for
an underpass to service the new Southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp
(N-E 401 on-ramp). The new eastbound Highway 401 to Lord Seaton Road exit should branch
off the existing eastbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street “fly-over-Yonge-thenunder-401” off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp) just east of its Yonge Street overpass. This will likely
be a long off-ramp since it needs to descend slowly and curve as it needs to merge with the
southbound Yonge Street to Lord Seaton Road exit that branch off the southbound Yonge Street
to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-E 401 on-ramp); this new roadway will head towards the
new roundabout on Lord Seaton Road. Now the St.Andrew’s community will benefit from full
access in to their community via Lord Seaton Road; they will have direct access from eastbound
Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp) taking the new Lord
Seaton Road exit just east of Yonge Street. They will also have access from:
- Northbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (S-E 401 on-ramp) to Lord
Seaton Road roundabout
- Southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-E 401 on-ramp) taking the
Lord Seaton Road exit
- Westbound Highway 401 to southbound Yonge Street off-ramp (E-S 401 off-ramp) followed by
Southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 on-ramp (N-E 401 on-ramp) taking the
Lord Seaton Road exit
See “Eastbound Highway 401 Exit To Lord Seaton Road” on page 58.

-

In addition the Yonge Street Traffic Management Study (2010) commissioned by Ward 23 Councillor
John Filion identified numerous other issues in the area including:
- -8- Missing pedestrian paths: No pedestrian sidewalk on west side of Yonge Street south of
Highway 401. Also no pedestrian sidewalk on east side of Yonge Street north of Highway 401.
- SOLVED: This Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond “headless stickman” integrated
sidewalk network is very safe for pedestrian since the number of pedestrian crossing at on-ramps
and off-ramps are minimized. Relative to the direction of traffic on Yonge Street, the pedestrian
sidewalk are located along the usual right hand side, while left turn on-ramps and off-ramps (at
the inner part of the interchange) usually utilize the left hand side of the road. Thus, pedestrian
never need to cross any of the left turn on-ramps or off-ramps at the inner part of the interchange.
All left-turning vehicle-pedestrian crossing conflict points have been eliminated. Only the right
turn on-ramps and off-ramps at the outer part of the interchange would have any vehiclepedestrian crossing conflict points; some of which can be eliminated with grade-separated
pedestrian overpass or underpass crossing.
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A unique feature of the shared centre sidewalk system - pedestrians originating from both the east
and west side of Yonge Street would converge and use the same shared centre sidewalk when
they enter the Yonge Street Underpass at Highway 401. When they leave the Yonge Street
underpass at the other end, they can return to their original side of Yonge Street or choose the
other side of Yonge Street; in effect, safely crossing Yonge Street without a conventional
pedestrian crossing that requires a signalized intersection. This integrated pedestrian sidewalk
system will not only facilitate north-south pedestrian travel but also east-west pedestrian crossing
of Yonge Street without the use of any signalized intersection. This benefit would work for
pedestrians since pedestrian sidewalks are bidirectional.
See "Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond With Integrated Pedestrian Sidewalk System" on
page 76
-

-

-9- Lack of cycling infrastructure (No on-road bike lanes nor nearby off-road multi-use trails to
navigate around Yonge-401 interchange and the Don Valley West)
SOLVED: On-Road Bike Lanes NOT Possible At Yonge Street – Highway 401 Interchange: The
main reason for grade separated bike lane and elevated pedestrian walkway at the Yonge Street
underpass is to fit both within the approximately 6 feet width available at the Yonge Street
underpass and to limit the city’s liability since bike riding is prohibited on city sidewalk in the
city of Toronto. Unfortunately, the elevated pedestrian sidewalk concept does not meet city’s
standards, thus on-road bike lanes will not be possible at the Yonge Street – Highway 401
interchange.
Off-Road Multi-Use Trail Network: A more scenic off-road multi-use trail can be built just west
of Yonge Street and cross Highway 401 at the upper part of the Don Valley West just under
Highway 401 Hogg’s Hollow Bridge where an existing MTO service road underpass already
exist. This is part of the proposed ByPass Multi-Use Trail Network that utilizes the lower truss
deck of Highway 401 Hogg’s Hollow truss bridges and the connected MTO underpasses at both
sides of the Don Valley West to form ridge to ridge connections; connecting communities (North
York Centre, St.Andrew’s, Armour Height and Midtown) that have been segregated by Highway
401 and the Don Valley West. The ByPass Multi-Use Trail Network will also go down to the
bottom of the valley to connect to the existing multi-use trail system in Earl Bales Park and use
existing underutilized service roads just west of Yonge Street to connect to office complex and
York Mills Subway station
See "Cycling Infrastructure" on page 79, "On-Road Bike Lanes NOT Possible At Yonge Street –
Highway 401 Interchange" on page 80 and "Off-Road Multi-Use Trail Network" on page 80.
-10- Limited transportation network capability to accommodate projected traffic generated from
approved, planned, and proposed developments.
SOLVED: The problem with the North York Centre Service Ring Roads of Doris Avenue &
Beecroft Road is that they do NOT connect directly to Highway 401. With the eastern North
York Service Road extension of Doris Ave south to Tradewind Avenue; why stop at Avondale
Ave? Extend the North York Service Road extension of Doris Avenue, Bonnington Place and
Tradewind Avenue south of Avondale Avenue via Oakburn Crescent and Burnwell Street south
to Highway 401.
Direct highway connection for Doris Avenue extension south of Avondale Avenue to Highway
401, via service road system: one westbound Highway 401 exit at the new Doris Avenue
extension south connection and one entrance. Entrance from new Doris Avenue extension south
to Highway 401 only leads to Yonge - 401 interchange; where Double Basketweave Crossover
Diamond solution allows full access to westbound 401 (via on-ramp for current 270 degree
reverse jughandle on-ramp), northbound Yonge, southbound Yonge and eastbound 401.
See "Extend Doris Avenue Extension South Beyond Avondale Avenue To Highway 401" on
page 67.
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-11- Westbound Avondale Avenue to southbound Yonge Street left turn queue is extremely long
and many residents from Avondale condominium community requires about 30 minutes just to
drive from their parking spot to this corner
SOLVED: The most interesting part is the westbound Avondale Avenue traffic to Yonge Street is
gridlocked but eastbound Avondale Avenue traffic is basically empty! The solution is to send
these cars eastbound on Avondale Avenue! And have a direct highway connection for Doris
Avenue extension south of Avondale Avenue to Highway 401, via service road system: one
westbound Highway 401 exit at the new Doris Avenue extension south connection and one
entrance. Entrance from new Doris Avenue extension south to Highway 401 only leads to Yonge
- 401 interchange; where Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond solution allows full access to
westbound 401 (via on-ramp for current 270 degree reverse jughandle on-ramp), northbound
Yonge, southbound Yonge and eastbound 401.
See "Westbound Avondale Avenue To Southbound Yonge Street Left Turn" on page 65 and
"Extend Doris Avenue Extension South Beyond Avondale Avenue To Highway 401" on page 67

The Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond interchange solution solve all the key issues with the
Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange as mentioned in the Introduction.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond interchange solution is highly recommended over the
proposed southbound Yonge Street to Eastbound Highway 401 (N-E 401 on-ramp) flyover ramp for the
Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange.
The MTO (Ministry of Transportation of Ontario) and the City of Toronto’s Transportation department
need to work together to implement the Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond interchange solution.
Had the MTO and City of Toronto worked more closely together on the current restoration of the
Highway 401 overpass, the old centre support structure supporting the overpass might have been removed
from the Yonge Street underpass to make room for bike lanes or an east side pedestrian sidewalk or an
additional traffic lane.

THE NEXT STEPS
Quantify change in traffic condition comparing current traffic with a simulation of this solution using a
traffic simulation model. More specifically, the Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond VS Current
interchange configuration with proposed southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 (N-E 401
on-ramp) flyover on-ramp.
Since there are currently no Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond interchanges in existence, it is
especially important to model it on a computer traffic simulator to verify the expected performance data.
Establish a more accurate cost estimate for the Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond with Lord
Seaton Road roundabout solution at the Yonge Street – Highway 401 interchange.
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Some references for the next steps are as follow:
Double Crossover Merging Interchange
http://www.dcmiinterchange.com/
http://www.ite.org/Membersonly/techconference/2012/CB12C3201.pdf
https://www.google.com/patents/US20130011190?dq=double+crossover+merging+interchange&ei=AcB
AU6-EF4602AXWn4DYBw&cl=en
https://www.google.com/patents/WO2013009704A1?cl=en&dq=double+crossover+merging+interchange
&hl=en&sa=X&ei=AcBAU6-EF4602AXWn4DYBw&sqi=2&pjf=1&ved=0CDUQ6AEwAA
This article from the U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration's (FHWA)
Turner-Fairbank Highway Research Center (TFHRC), “Drivers Evaluation of the Diverging Diamond
Interchange” discusses the computer model simulation of a Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized
Intersection Crossovers
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/safety/07048/index.cfm
“FHWA's Turner-Fairbank Highway Research Center (TFHRC) and the Missouri Department of
Transportation (MoDOT) demonstrated the human factors approach when they tested the design of a
relatively new type of interchange, a double crossover diamond (DCD), in Kansas City, MO. TFHRC's
Human Centered Systems Research team helped MoDOT build a simulation of the DCD, using threedimensional (3-D) and four-dimensional (4-D) visualizations, in FHWA's Highway Driving Simulator.”
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/publicroads/10septoct/05.cfm
This is a very detailed How-To-Implement Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection
Crossovers document, practically a blue print. “Missouri’s Experience with a Diverging Diamond
Interchange - Lesson Learned”
http://library.modot.mo.gov/RDT/reports/UnNumbrd/or10021.pdf
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APPENDIX
Summary of Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection
Crossovers
Highlights for Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized (traffic light) Intersection Crossovers
- A pair of signalized intersections at crossovers are used to send traffic to left-hand side of the
road to service free-flowing left turns at inner part of interchange
- Service volumes of left-turn rate could double compared to conventional diamond interchanges
- Delays were reduced by 15 to 60 percent, and throughput was increased by 10 to 30 percent
NOTE: The more aggressive upper range of these numbers, are likely achieved against conventional
diamond interchanges with two sets of 3-phase traffic signals. The Yonge Street - Highway 401
interchange is slightly more efficient with two sets of 2-phase traffic signals. Since the crossovers at the
Yonge Street - Highway 401 interchange would be further apart than the typical Diamond interchange;
for each traffic signal cycle, higher traffic volumes can be processed through the inner part of the
interchange where the left turns are, thus producing better performance numbers.
PRO - Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection Crossovers
- Left turn do NOT cross in front of oncoming traffic
- Left turn are free-flowing - eliminate signalized intersection (traffic lights) at left turn
- Eliminate traffic congestion causing left turn “waiting” queues
- No need for left turn “waiting” lanes
- Left turn traffic face only 1 signalized intersection instead of 2 at more conventional interchange
- All left and right turns are free-flowing for all on-ramps and off-ramps
- Increases left turn lane capacity without requiring more lanes
- Reduces congestion caused by left turn at signalized intersection - traffic moves better
- Minimizes Right-Of-Way needed - may reduce the number of lanes required on crossroad
- Improve safety
- Fewer conflict points (merge/diverge/crossing) 14 for DCD/DDI, 26 for conventional diamond
- Conflict points spread out throughout interchange
- Wrong way entry to ramps extremely difficult
- Virtually no driver confusion (FHWA study and new DDI observations in Springfield, MO)
- Decrease both the likelihood and severity of adverse effects of poor driving decisions
- 50% less crashes (first 6 months at Springfield, Missouri DCD)
- Less serious crashes - should reduce head on, right angle & rear end crashes
- Better sight distance at turns
- Physical separation of opposing traffic
- Horizontal curvature reduces approach speeds - Traffic calming features
- Traffic flow is “user-friendly”: for right turn stay in right lane - for left turn stay in left lane
- Less delays, fewer stops, reduced stop times, and shorter queue lengths
- Lower construction cost - Cheaper to build and maintain
- Faster and less costly to design and construct
- Maintenance of traffic is simplified during construction
- Simplified MOT - minimizes impact during construction
- Utilizes most of existing interchange “footprint”
- Flexibility
- Conventional bridge structures
- Reduced structure depth and fill heights
- Simple two phase signals (already have this at Yonge Street - Highway 401 interchange)
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CON - Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection Crossovers
- Driving on Left-hand side of road violates drivers’ expectations
- Possible at Crossover with Signalized Intersection for wrong turn driver to cause head-on crash
- Crossover with Signalized Intersection (traffic lights) produces curvy roads like slalom course
- Curves at crossovers must be designed carefully - 15’ (4.5 metres) lanes at the signals to
accommodate trucks side-by-side
- Curvy crossovers are problematic for high-speed arterials - Reverse curves of crossovers based on
35 mph (56 km/h) or slower
- Curvy crossovers may reduce sightlines
- Require wider footprint for crossover
- Spacing between crossovers influences ability to handle large pass-thru traffic volumes - need
greater spacing for greater flows.
- Opposing traffic at the crossovers should be unbalanced to maximize capacity benefits from
synchronizing traffic signals at crossovers with signalized intersections
- Sensitive to impacts of nearby signals
NOTE: Almost all of the above “CON”s involves the signalized intersection crossovers; which can be
eliminated by utilizing basketweave (overpass – underpass) crossovers system.

Summary Of Double Crossover Diamond With Basketweave Crossovers
PRO - Double Crossover Diamond With Basketweave Crossovers:
Includes all of the above “PRO”s for Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection
Crossovers (except the simple 2-phase signal at signalized intersection which is eliminated) plus:
- Free-flowing interchange - No Signalized Intersections (traffic lights) throughout interchange
- Much better performance numbers
- Delays should be significantly less compared to Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized
Intersection Crossovers
- Throughput of left-turning traffic should increase significantly more compared to Double
Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection Crossovers
- Total interchange capacity should be significantly more compared to Double Crossover Diamond
With Signalized Intersection Crossovers
- Improve safety
- Fewer conflict points (merge/diverge/crossing) - eliminate the one crossing conflict point at
signalized intersection crossovers
- Impossible for Drivers to make wrong turn at grade-separated overpass - underpass crossovers
(eliminate fear of wrong turn causing head-on crash)
- Does not require unbalanced opposing traffic at crossovers like Double Crossover Diamond With
Signalized Intersection Crossovers to maximize capacity benefits by synchronizing traffic signals
- Ascending ramps of overpass & underpass reduces approach speeds - Traffic calming features
- Keeps crossover roads straighter
- Basically same footprint as before
- Possible to have an integrated bike lane network without any signalized intersection crossing
- Bike lanes in crossover area should be can be standard traffic lane width so they could act as
emergency shoulder whenever needed
- Possible to have an integrated sidewalk network without any pedestrian crossing requiring
signalized intersection
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CON - Double Crossover Diamond With Basketweave Crossovers:
From the above list of “CON”s for Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection Crossovers,
by utilizing an overpass - underpass crossover system, all but one of the “CON”s has been eliminated.
The only “CON” that remains is:
- Driving on Left-hand side of road violates drivers’ expectations
This can be minimized since northbound and southbound traffic will be separated by physical barriers.
Under the Highway 401 overpass opposing traffic is separated by large overpass support structures.
Throughout the crossovers, northbound and southbound traffic will be separated by overpass - underpass
structures and concrete medium.
A new CON for the overpass - underpass crossover system is that it will cost more and take longer time to
construct than a standard signalized intersection crossover. But the additional cost and construction time
should still be significantly less compared to a flyover ramp.
Another CON for the basketweave crossover system is the potential for weaving problem in heavy traffic.
In a Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection Crossovers, traffic from the left turn offramp may need to be controlled by a signalized intersection in synchronization with the crossover’s
signalized intersection; this will eliminate any weaving problem in heavy traffic. A Double Crossover
Diamond With Basketweave Crossovers may also overcome any weaving problem with a signalized
intersection controlling traffic from the left turn off-ramp and arterial road; but this will give this section
of the Double Crossover Diamond With Basketweave Crossovers the same performance as the more
inferior Double Crossover Diamond With Signalized Intersection Crossovers. There are various ways for
the left turn off-ramp to interface with the arterial road; one method where the left turn off-ramp becomes
the dedicated right lane along the arterial road with the use of an overpass and thus will not interfere with
the left lane where left turn on-ramps are serviced will eliminate the weaving problem in heavy traffic;
this solution will be called the Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond. See “Westbound Highway 401
To Southbound Yonge Street Off-Ramp (E-S 401 Off-Ramp) – Overpass To Dedicated Southbound
Yonge Street Right Lane” of the “Improving Traffic Flow” section for a more in depth analysis.

Southbound Yonge to Eastbound 401 Flyover Ramp
The concept of the southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 (N-E 401 on-ramp) left-turn
flyover ramp is to create a free-flowing separate grade 600-700 metre long left-turning overpass in the sky
to fly over all 14 lanes of Highway 401. Construction will require systematic closure of each section of
Highway 401 (the busiest highway in North America) as construction occurs above.
Some problems with the proposed southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 (N-E 401 onramp) flyover ramp:
- Entrance for flyover too close to entrance for southbound Yonge Street to westbound Highway
401 off-ramp, causing confusion and last second lane changes
- Cost of flyover ramp is expensive (currently budgeting for $25 million **)
- Construction of flyover ramp will require various lane closure on Highway 401
- Only address problem with southbound Yonge Street left turn to eastbound Highway 401 via
Lord Seaton - does not address long queue problem with westbound Highway 401 to southbound
Yonge Street which would require another flyover!
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Currently, the southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 (N-E 401 on-ramp) left-turn flyover
ramp seems to be the overwhelming favourite solution versus the other alternatives.
http://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2013/pw/bgrd/backgroundfile-62308.pdf
NOTE: The concept of a southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 (N-E 401 on-ramp) leftturn flyover ramp solution has been floating around since the mid-1980s from the city of North York with
an original cost estimate of about $15 million. In the late-1990’s it was estimated to cost about $25
million. In 2010, when the Yonge Street Traffic Management Study completed, the estimated cost of this
flyover ramp was $35 million (the then Minister of Transportation Kathleen Wynne agree to split cost
50/50 with city). Recently MTO engineers have estimated the cost to be about $50 million. Is the current
$25 million cost estimate from the city’s Transportation Infrastructure Management the total cost or just
the city’s share after cost sharing from the Province?
To eliminate the signalized intersection needed to control the southbound Yonge Street to eastbound
Highway 401 left-turn at Lord Seaton Road; a flyover is proposed. The basic requirements of a freeflowing southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 (N-E 401 on-ramp) left-turn flyover ramp
are:
- Allow traffic from southbound Yonge Street to cross (flyover) northbound Yonge Street traffic at
separate grade
- Proceed with a left turn manoeuvre
Since there’s not enough space at that intersection to create a flyover, using conventional highway
interchange design, the flyover must start further upstream. As a result, the proposed southbound Yonge
Street to eastbound Highway 401 (N-E 401 on-ramp) left-turn flyover ramp is 3 level high, about 600-700
metres long and must flyover all lanes of Highway 401 and the eastbound Highway 401 to northbound
Yonge Street “fly-over-Yonge-then-under-401” off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp). But nowhere in the
original criteria does it state the flyover needs to flyover Highway 401! So why does the flyover fly over
the entire Highway 401???
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CON: two off-ramps originating in same quadrant is unconventional - right off-ramp lane for right turn
and left off-ramp lane for left turn.

Comparison To Proposed Flyover Ramp
Some problems with the proposed southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 (N-E 401 onramp) flyover ramp:
- Entrance for flyover too close to entrance for southbound Yonge Street to westbound Highway
401 off-ramp, causing confusion and last second lane changes
- Cost of flyover ramp is expensive (currently budgeting for $35 million)
- Construction of flyover ramp will require various lane closure on Highway 401
- Only address problem with southbound Yonge Street left turn to eastbound Highway 401 via
Lord Seaton - does not address long queue problem with westbound Highway 401 to southbound
Yonge Street which would require another flyover!
The basic requirements of a free-flowing southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 (N-E 401
on-ramp) left-turn flyover ramp are:
- Allow traffic from southbound Yonge Street to cross (flyover) northbound Yonge Street traffic at
separate grade
- Proceed with a left turn manoeuvre
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Using conventional highway interchange design, the proposed southbound Yonge Street to eastbound
Highway 401 (N-E 401 on-ramp) left-turn flyover ramp is 3 level high, about 700 metres long and must
flyover all lanes of Highway 401 and the eastbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street “fly-overYonge-then-under-401” off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp). But nowhere in the original criteria does it state
the flyover needs to flyover Highway 401! So why does the flyover fly over the entire Highway 401?
With the Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond solution; the southbound Yonge Street traffic flyunder (not over but with the same free-flowing results) northbound Yonge Street traffic at the gradeseparated overpass - underpass system at the northern basketweave crossovers and then proceed to
perform a free-flowing left turn just south of the Highway 401 overpass.
In the non-conventional Double Basketweave Crossover Diamond solution, all 4 left turns fly-over or flyunder oncoming traffic in the northern or southern basketweave crossovers and proceed with a separate
left turn; thus giving this interchange the performance comparable to having 4 left turn flyover ramps.

Comparison Of Various Interchange Solutions
Current
(base)

Double
Crossover
Diamond
With
Signalized
Intersection
Crossovers

Double
Crossover
Diamond
With
Overpass –
Underpass
Crossovers
(with
weaving)

Double
Basketweave
Crossover
Diamond
(without
weaving)

Current plus
Southbound
Yonge to
Eastbound
401 flyover
ramp

Current plus
SB Yonge to
EB 401 &
WB 401 to
SB Yonge
flyover ramp

Current plus
SB Yonge to
EB 401 &
WB 401 to
SB Yonge &
NB Yonge to
WB 401
flyover ramp

Signalized
Intersectio
ns
Required
Number of
FreeFlowing
Left Turns
SB-Yonge
to WB-401
(N-W) right

2 – 2 phase
signals

2 – 2 phase
signals

4

None –
Completely
Free-Flowing
Interchange
4

1 – 2 phase
signal (north)

2

None –
Completely
Free-Flowing
Interchange
4

3

None –
Completely
Free-Flowing
Interchange
4

None –
Completely
Free-Flowing
Interchange
4

Freeflowing
right turn

*

**

**

*

**

**

SB-Yonge
to EB-401
(N-E) - left

(base)
signalized
intersection
causes long
queue
resulting in
North York
Centre
gridlock

On-ramp
slightly
shifted
2 times base
left turn
service
volume
(throughput)

On-ramp
slightly
shifted
3-4 times base
left turn
service
volume
(throughput)

On-ramp
slightly
shifted
3-4 times base
left turn
service
volume
(throughput)

3-4 times base
left turn
service
volume
(throughput)

3-4 times base
left turn
service
volume

3-4 times base
left turn
service
volume

New highway
specification
on-ramp

New highway
specification
on-ramp

New highway
specification
on-ramp

New flyover
ramp

New flyover
ramp

New flyover
ramp

*

Possible
Weaving
Problem In
Heavy Traffic
**

**

*

**

**

NB-Yonge
to EB-401

Signalized
intersection
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(S-E) right

right turn

NB-Yonge
to WB-401
(S-W) - left

Freeflowing 270
degree
“reverse
jug-handle”
left turn
Channelized
forced
merge onto
NB-Yonge
(base)
signalized
intersection
causes long
queue
resulting in
WB-401
collector
traffic
congestion

WB-401 to
NB-Yonge
(E-N) right
WB-401 to
SB-Yonge
(E-S) - left

EB-401 to
SB-Yonge
(W-S) right
EB-401 to
NB-Yonge
(W-N) left

Delay

Total
Capacity

New highway
specification
on-ramp
*

New highway
specification
on-ramp
**

New highway
specification
on-ramp
**

New on-ramp
on west side
of Yonge
Street
Become
dedicated lane
on NB-Yonge

New on-ramp
on west side
of Yonge
Street
Become
dedicated lane
on NB-Yonge

New on-ramp
on west side
of Yonge
Street
Become
dedicated lane
on NB-Yonge

2 times base
left turn
service
volume
(throughput)

3-4 times base
left turn
service
volume
(throughput)

3-4 times base
left turn
service
volume
(throughput)

Become
dedicated lane
on SB-Yonge

Become
dedicated left
lane on SBYonge

Become
dedicated
right lane on
SB-Yonge

*

Possible
Weaving
Problem In
Heavy Traffic
**

**

Freeflowing
“fly-overYonge-thenunder-401”
ramp
(base)

*

**

15-60%
decrease

(base)

10-30%
increase

30-50% of
base

Cost (est.)

Environmental

Gridlock
traffic

Low pollution
- Alleviate

*

**

**
New flyover
ramp

Channelized
forced merge
onto NBYonge
3-4 times base
left turn
service
volume

Channelized
forced merge
onto NBYonge
3-4 times base
left turn
service
volume

New flyover
ramp

New flyover
ramp

*

**

**

**

*

**

**

Much more
than 15-60%
decrease

Much more
than 15-60%
decrease

Similar to
Double
Basketweave
Crossover
Diamond

Similar to
Double
Basketweave
Crossover
Diamond

Much more
than 10-30%
increase

Much more
than 10-30%
increase

Similar to
Double
Basketweave
Crossover
Diamond

Similar to
Double
Basketweave
Crossover
Diamond

30-50% of
base plus cost
of 2 overpass
– underpass
should still be
less than cost
of 1 flyover

30-50% of
base plus cost
of 2 overpass
– underpass
plus cost of 2
short
overpasses
should still be
less than cost
of 1 flyover
Least
pollution -

Should be
similar to
DCD with
Signalized
Intersection
Crossovers
Should be
similar to
DCD with
Signalized
Intersection
Crossovers
(base) 1 3level flyover
/ currently
budgeting $50
million

2 times base
($100 million)

3 times base
($150 million)

Long
ascending 2-

Two long
ascending 2 &

Three long
ascending 2 &

2nd Least
pollution -

Channelized
forced merge
onto NBYonge
Same as base
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spewing
pollutants

gridlock
pollutants but
has stop & go
traffic at
signalized
intersection

Alleviate
gridlock
pollutants
Ascending 1/2
level overpass
- underpass at
crossover

Alleviate
gridlock
pollutants
Ascending 1/2
level overpass
- underpass at
crossover

Sidewalk

(base)
Incomplete

Bikes on
road

Dangerous No bike
lanes

Integrated but
with
signalized
intersections
Safe Integrated
bike lanes but
with
signalized
intersections

Integrated
without
signalized
intersections
Very Safe Integrated
bike lanes
without
signalized
intersection
- awkward at
underpass
Possible

Integrated
without
signalized
intersections
Very Safe Integrated
bike lanes
without
signalized
intersection
- awkward at
underpass
Possible

Cyclist ride
illegally on
sidewalk
Separate
non-road
bike path

None

Possible

level flyover
ramps causes
more
pollutants &
distributes
them higher
up which will
travel further
downwind
Incomplete

3-level
flyover ramps
causes more
pollutants &
distributes
them higher
up which will
travel further
downwind
Incomplete

3-level
flyover ramps
causes more
pollutants &
distributes
them higher
up which will
travel further
downwind
Incomplete

Dangerous No bike lanes

Dangerous No bike lanes

Dangerous No bike lanes

Cyclist ride
illegally on
sidewalk

Cyclist ride
illegally on
sidewalk

Cyclist ride
illegally on
sidewalk

Possible

Possible

Possible

* Slight increase in performance due to some decongestion of traffic in inner part of interchange.
** Much better increase in performance due to entire interchange becoming free-flowing (no signalized
intersection).
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